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Abstract Evidence from child language acquisition is one of the important
basis of syllable theories. Under five-year-old children commonly slur words
by changing one or more consonants into other similar consonants based on
both place and manner of articulations. The slurred words interestingly pro-
duce other words having different meanings but do not change the syllabifi-
cation points. For examples, in Bahasa Indonesia, a word ”ba.ra” (embers)
is slurred to generate three new words: ”ba.la” (disaster), ”pa.ra” (rubber),
and ”pa.la” (nutmeg) without changing the syllabification points since the
graphemes 〈b〉 and 〈p〉 are in the same category of plosive-bilabial while 〈r〉
and 〈l〉 are thrill/lateral-dental. A preliminary study on 50k Indonesian words
shows that slurring words impressively increases the number of unigrams by
16.52 times and significantly increases the number of bigrams by 14.12 times.
Therefore, in this research, a slurring procedure is proposed to boost a bigram-
based orthographic syllabification that generally has a low performance for a
dataset with many out-of-vocabulary bigrams. Some examinations using 5-
fold cross-validations on the data-set of 50k Indonesian words prove that the
proposed procedure is capable of increasing the performance of the standard
bigram-syllabification, where the mean syllable error rate (SER) can be rel-
atively decreased by up to 30.26%. Compare to the nearest neighbour-based
syllabification, the proposed model is slightly worse but it gives lower com-
plexity and high flexibility to be applied to named-entities.

Keywords Bahasa Indonesia ∙ bigram ∙ orthographic syllabification ∙ slurring
words

1 Introduction

One of the important pronunciation units in a language is syllable. It is strongly
relevant to the rules of phonology. In [8], the researcher states that a syllable
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is a representational unit used to learn the phonotactic constraints of speech-
sounds. The syllable is generally believed to be central to the infant as well as
the adult perception of speech [36]. The syllable theories are based on many
evidence. One of them is evidence from child language acquisition [14].

In linguistic theory, a syllable consists of an obligatory nucleus with or
without non-obligatory surrounding consonants called onset and coda [17].
The nucleus in Bahasa Indonesia can be a single vowel or a diphthong [3],
[10]. Meanwhile, the onset and coda are consonants [3]. For instance, a word
”pantai” (beach) contains two syllables: 〈pan〉 and 〈tai〉. The former consists
of an onset 〈p〉, a nucleus of single vowel 〈a〉, and a coda 〈n〉. The later is
composed of an onset 〈t〉, a nucleus of diphthong 〈ai〉, but no coda.

An automatic syllabification is defined as a process of dividing a word
into syllables. This model is urgent for some researches as well as application
developments in the field of linguistics, e.g. speech synthesis [35], [13], speech
recognition [20], [46], [19], [27], [31], speech emotion recognition [33], [7], dialect
identification [26], machine translation [25], spelling-checker [4], [32], informa-
tion retrieval [21], grapheme-to-phoneme conversion [42], [38], etc.

The automatic syllabification is commonly implemented using two different
approaches: either orthographic or phonemic-based. The previous works show
that the phonemic-syllabification [44] performs better than the orthographic
one [34], but it requires a linguist to provides perfect phoneme sequences.
A model of phonemicization or grapheme-to-phoneme (G2P) can be created
to replace the linguist role, but a small phoneme error rate (PER) decreases
its performance in term of SER [44]. Besides, it potentially performs much
worse for named-entities having many exceptions and ambiguities. Therefore,
many researchers are interested in the orthographic (also known as graphemic)
syllabification as it is much simpler and more flexible regarding the data-set
for the learning process when the statistical models are used.

A syllabification is generally implemented using statistical models, instead
of rule-based ones, since they are easier to implement and give lower SER
[2]. The statistical models are usually implemented using either supervised or
unsupervised learning technique, such as Näive Bayes model [5], decision tree-
based model [5], [12], treebank model [29], random forest model [5], neural-
based model [18] [11], [24], [45], support vector machine model [5], [6], finite-
state transducers model [16], [22], context-free grammars model [30], hidden
Markov model [23], syllabification by analogy [1], dropped-and-matched model
[35], n-gram model [39], conditional random fields model [40], [37], nearest
neighbour-based model [44], [34], and unsupervised-syllabification model based
on a classification of graphemic-symbols into two categories: consonants and
vowels [28].

The nearest neighbour is an interesting model since it produces a low SER
[44], [34]. But, it has a high complexity of computation. It also requires complex
language-specific knowledge. A graphemic encoding proposed in [34] produces
a relatively high SER since it does not accurately represent a language-specific
knowledge.
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Another interesting model is the n-gram syllabification since it gives a
competitive SER and a low complexity. Besides, it is simple to implement
as well as language-independent that does not require any language-specific
phonotactic knowledge. Unfortunately, it has a disadvantage for a small data-
set with a high rate of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) bigrams. Many researchers
have proposed various procedures to make some improvements. One of them is
the segmental conditional random fields (SCRF) [37]. The SCRF is a bigram-
based syllabification smoothed by a simple Stupid Backoff described in [9]. It
performs excellent, with a high generalization, even for quite small training-
sets. Unfortunately, it looks very complex since eight features generated by
sonority, legality, and maximum onset are taken into account in calculating
the bigram-probability.

Therefore, in this research, a new simple procedure of slurring words is pro-
posed to boost the standard bigram-syllabification. This procedure is inspired
by under five-year-old children slurring some words that contain one or more
particular graphemes. For instance, an Indonesian word ”ba.ra” (embers) can
be slurred to produce three new words: ”ba.la” (disaster), ”pa.ra” (rubber),
and ”pa.la” (nutmeg) without changing the points of syllabifications since the
graphemes 〈b〉 and 〈p〉 are in the same category of plosive-bilabial while 〈r〉
and 〈l〉 are thrill/lateral-dental. Slurring words obviously increase the number
of bigrams, which means that the OOV rate can be reduced.

Bahasa Indonesia has eighteen suffixes [3]. An interesting phenomenon is
slurring on a suffix generally produces another legal suffix, but also a few
illegal ones (noises). For instance, slurring a suffix 〈ber〉 in ”be.ra.tu.ran”
(regular) produces another legal suffix 〈per〉 in ”pe.ra.tu.ran” (rules). Slur-
ring a suffix 〈pe〉 in ”pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance) produces an OOV word
”be.nam.pi.lan”, but all syllables in the OOV word produce legal bigrams come
from other words: ”be.nam” (immerse); ”nam.pi” that come from ”me.nam.pi”
(winnow), ”pe.nam.pi” (shelter), ”pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance), and some
other words; and ”pi.lan” that come from ”a.pi.lan” (breastwork), ”kam.pi.lan”
(appearance), ”pi.pi.lan” (flat), ”pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance), and many other
words. Slurring a suffix 〈ter〉 in ”ter.ba.wa” (not deliberately taken away) pro-
duces illegal suffix 〈der〉 in an OOV word ”der.ba.wa” with a bigram ”der.ba”
that is never found in 50 k words but, based on the Indonesian phonotactic
rules, it is a legal bigram.

For English and other European languages, the procedure of slurring words
may produce huge illegal syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams. However, for
Bahasa Indonesia, the procedure creates more new legal syllable-unigrams and
syllable-bigrams than the illegal ones. A preliminary study shows that 50 k
Indonesian words produce a total of 161,981 legal syllable-unigrams. Slurring
those 50 k words produces a total of 2,676,764 slurred syllable-unigrams, where
87.36% of them are legal unigrams those are the same as produced by the orig-
inal words and the rest 12.64% are unseen syllable-unigrams. It means that
the slurring procedure significantly increases the number of unigrams by 16.52
times (14.44 times legal unigrams and 2.08 times unseen unigrams). Further-
more, the 50 k words produce a total of 212,550 syllable-bigrams. Slurring
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them produces a total of 3,317,292 slurred syllable-bigrams, where 77.45% are
legal bigrams those are the same as produced by the original words and the
rest 22.55% are considered unseen syllable-bigrams. It means that the slurring
procedure impressively increases the number of bigrams up to 14.12 times
(12.09 times legal bigrams and 2.03 times unseen unigrams). Those unseen
syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams can be either legal or illegal based on
the Indonesian phonotactic rules. However, it is not easy to classify them into
both classes.

In this research, the impact of slurring words is investigated on an Indone-
sian orthographic syllabification. First, the standard bigram-syllabification
(BS) smoothed by the Stupid Backoff is implemented. Next, the combined
standard bigram-syllabification and slurring words (CBSS) is developed and
then examined whether it is capable of improving the performance of BS in
term of SER. Since it is not easy to detect the unseen syllable-unigrams and
syllable-bigrams as legal or illegal, the CBSS is implemented using all of them
(not just the legal ones). Hence, this research focuses on examining whether
the proposed slurring procedure is capable of increasing the performance of
the BS or not.

2 Research Method

The block diagram in Fig. 1 illustrates the training process of the model pro-
posed in this research. It is a combination of standard and slurred bigram-
syllabifications. A data-set of pairs of words and their corresponding syllab-
ifications is used to develop a list of standard or normal syllables, a table
of syllable-unigrams, and a table syllable-bigrams on the left side. It is also
used to develop a list of slurred syllables, a table of slurred syllable-unigrams
(slurred-unigrams), and a table of slurred syllable-bigrams (slurred-bigrams)
on the right side. The generated tables of both normal and slurred syllable-
unigrams and syllable-bigrams are then exploited in the testing process, as
illustrated by Fig. 2, to maximize the final score to produce the best sequence
of syllables that has the highest score.

The testing process in Fig. 2 illustrates an input sequence of graphemes
〈pandai〉 (smart) is quite hard to be syllabified since 〈ai〉 is a diphthong, not
two independent vowels 〈a〉 and 〈i〉. First, three vowels {〈a〉, 〈a〉, and 〈i〉}
contained in the grapheme sequence are detected in the positions {2, 5, 6}. A
well known high accurate method called Sukhotin’s algorithm proposed in [15]
can be exploited to automatically detect vowels and diphthongs, but it is not
used here. Instead, this research just uses the simple Indonesian typological
knowledge explained in [3], where five graphemes {〈a〉, 〈e〉, 〈i〉, 〈o〉, 〈u〉} can
be single vowels; four grapheme sequences {〈ai〉, 〈au〉, 〈ei〉, 〈oi〉} may produce
diphthongs; and other graphemes are considered as consonants.

Next, six possible syllabifications are generated, i.e. 〈pa.nda.i〉, 〈pan.da.i〉,
〈pa.ndai〉, 〈pan.dai〉, 〈pand.ai〉, and 〈pand.a.i〉, where two graphemes 〈ai〉 may
produce a diphthong or two single vowels forming one or two nucleuses. The
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Developing list of all normal-syllables

A data set of pairs of words and their syllabifications

Developing table of syllable -unigrams

Developing table of syllable-bigrams

List of all normal-syllables

Table of syllable-unigrams & frequencies

Table of syllable-bigrams & frequencies

Developing list of all slurred-syllables

Developing table of slurred-unigrams

Developing table of slurred-bigrams

List of all slurred-syllables

Table of slurred-unigrams & frequencies

Table of slurred-bigrams & frequencies

Fig. 1 Training process of the proposed combination of standard and slurred bigram-
syllabifications (CBSS)

Detecting all positions of vowels

A sequence of graphemes: <pandai>

Generating all possible bigram-syllabifications

Positions of vowels: {2, 5, 6}

Candidates syllabifications :
1. <pa.nda.i>
2. <pan.da.i>
3. <pa.ndai>
4. <pan.dai>
5. <pand.ai>
6. <pand.a.i>

Maximizing the score of combined standard and slurred 
bigram-syllabification formulated in Equation (3)

A sequence of syllables with maximum score: <pan.dai>

Fig. 2 Testing process of the proposed combination of standard and slurred bigram-
syllabifications (CBSS)

score of each candidate is then calculated using the formula in Equation (3).
In this case, the fourth candidate 〈pan.dai〉 gives the highest score since slur-
ring this candidate produces two legal bigrams 〈pan.tai〉 (beach) and 〈ban.tai〉
(slaughter) as well as an OOV bigrams: 〈ban.dai〉 (it is not an Indonesian
word) while the other five candidates produce all OOV bigrams. It means that
CBSS is capable of syllabifying the input sequence of graphemes 〈pandai〉 into
〈pan.dai〉, where 〈ai〉 is correctly detected as a diphthong.
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2.1 Standard bigram-syllabification model

A standard bigram-syllabification model (BS) works by maximizing the likeli-
hoods of syllable sequences for a given word. The likelihood can be estimated
using a probability chain, which is commonly smoothed by a simple Stupid
Backoff to produce a more accurate probability, which is here called score
since its value can be more than 1, for a training-set with many OOV words
[9]. In this method, the score of bigram-syllabification Sbs is calculated as

Sbs(wi|wi−1) =






f(wi−1wi)
f(wi−1)

if f(wi−1wi) > 0

α f(wi)
N otherwise

(1)

where f(wi−1wi) and f(wi) are the frequencies of both syllable bigram and
syllable unigram appear in the training-set, wi is the ith syllable contained in
a word that can be seen as a unigram while wi−1wi is a bigram containing
both (i−1)th and ith syllables, N is the training-set size, and α is the backoff
factor that generally set to 0.4 [9]. The model of BS commonly gives a low
performance for a small training-set that has a high rate of OOV syllable [37].
Besides using a smoothing procedure, the performance of BS can be improved
by decreasing the OOV rate.

2.2 Combination of standard and slurred bigram-syllabification model

A procedure of slurring words in the training-set is proposed here to decrease
the OOV rate in the BS model. Therefore, this procedure forms a new model
called slurred-bigram-syllabification (SBS), which has a score Ssbs formulated
as

Ssbs(wi|wi−1) =






B fs(wi−1wi)
fs(wi−1)

if fs(wi−1wi) > 0

Uα fs(wi)
Ns

otherwise

(2)

where fs(wi−1wi) and fs(wi) are the frequencies of both slurred-bigram and
slurred-unigram appear in the training-set, wi is the ith syllable contained in
a word that can be seen as a unigram while wi−1wi is a bigram containing
both (i − 1)th and ith syllables, Ns is the size of the slurred training-set, B
is a weight of slurred-bigram, U is a weight of slurred-unigram, and α is the
backoff factor as used in Equation 1. Both weights B and U are introduced
here to smooth the score since the slurred words may produce some illegal
bigrams and/or illegal unigrams. Hence, the value of B should be less than or
equal 1.0 while the value of U is estimated to be much lower than B.

Finally, the combination of standard and slurred bigram-syllabification
(CBSS) uses the score Scbss that is simply stated as

Scbss = Sbs + Ssbs (3)
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Slur Words, Boost Indonesian Bigram-Syllabification 7

where Sbs is the score of bigram-syllabification in Equation (1) and Ssbs is the
score of slurred-bigram-syllabification in Equation (2).

2.3 Slurred graphemes

Table 1 illustrates the graphemes and their slurs based on the categoriza-
tion of phonemes (grapheme) described in [3] as well as their examples in
some Indonesian formal words. Here, the graphemes and their slurs are sim-
ply mapped to those phoneme categorizations since they are strongly related
to the corresponding phonemes [3] and [41]. A formal word containing one
of those 14 graphemes, which are grouped into 7 categories, can be slurred
to produce another formal word as shown in the last column (examples). In
[3], both phonemes /g/ and /k/ are in the same category (plosive-velar), but
they are not used here since slurring grapheme 〈g〉 into 〈k〉 commonly pro-
duces many illegal syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams, such as slurring a
word ”me.mang.sa” (prey on) generates ”me.mank.sa” (OOV) with an illegal
syllable-unigram ”mank” and two illegal bigrams ”me.mank” and ”mank.sa”.
Instead, the grapheme 〈q〉 is used since, in Bahasa Indonesia, it is always
pronounced as phoneme /k/ [3] and [43].

Table 1 Graphemes and their slurring as well as the example of the slurred words without
changing their points or boundaries of syllabifications

Grapheme category Graph. Slur Example
Plosive-Bilabial: {b, p} b p ba.ru (new) → pa.ru (lung)

p b pa.du (intact) → ba.du (checkered)
Plosive-Dental: {d, t} d t da.ri (from) → ta.ri (dance)

t d ta.hi (from) → da.hi (forehead)
Plosive-Velar: {k, q} k q ka.ri (curry) → qa.ri (reciter)

q k a.qi.dah (creed) → a.ki.dah (creed)
Affricative-Palatal: {c, j} c j ca.ri (find) → ja.ri (finger)

j c jan.da (widow) → can.da (joke)
Fricative-Labiodental: {f, v} f v fi.si (fission) → vi.si (vision)

v f vo.li (volley) → vo.li (thin metal)
Fricative-Dental: {s, z} s z sa.man (indict) → za.man (era)

z s a.zam (aim) → a.sam (acid)
Thrill/Lateral-Dental: {l, r} l r li.ma (five) → ri.ma (rhyme)

r l ra.bu (Wednesday) → la.bu (pumpkin)

Meanwhile, Table 2 illustrates the examples of some slurred words gen-
erated from the words containing two or more possible slurring-graphemes
without changing the point or boundary of syllabification. A word ”ba.ra”
(embers), which has two possible slurring graphemes 〈b〉 and 〈r〉, can be slurred
to produce three other words, i.e. ”ba.la” (disaster), ”pa.ra” (rubber), and
”pa.la” (nutmeg) without changing the syllabification points. A word ”bi.ru”
(blue), which has two possible slurring graphemes, can be slurred into three
new words: ”bi.lu”, ”pi.ru”, and ”pi.lu” without changing the syllabification
points. There is no formal word ”bi.lu” in Bahasa Indonesia (it means that
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”bi.lu” is an OOV word), but it can be a sub-word for some other words,
such as ”sem.bi.lu” (sharp reed skin like a knife). The word ”pi.ru” is also an
OOV word but it is a sub-word for the word ”pi.ru.et” (one of ballet dance
styles). In contrast, the word ”pi.lu” is a formal word that means ”really sad”
in English. No doubt, such slurred words increase the number of bigrams.
Hence, slurring word can be seen as a method of data augmentation. This is
expected to produce a more accurate score in Equation (3) so that a better
syllabification can be achieved.

Table 2 Examples of some new words slurred from the words containing two or more
possible slurring-graphemes without changing the point or boundary of syllabification

Word Slurred words
ba.ra (embers) ba.la (disaster), pa.ra (rubber), pa.la (nutmeg)
ba.ru (new) ba.lu (widower), pa.ru (lung), ba.lu (hammer)
bi.ru (blue) pi.ru (OOV), bi.lu (OOV), pi.lu (really sad)
ba.rat (west) ba.rad (OOV), ba.lat (OOV), ba.lad (city), pa.rat (OOV), pa.rad

(OOV), pa.lat (penis), pa.lad (OOV)
ca.ri (find) ca.li (OOV), ja.ri (finger), ja.li (real)
ce.ri.ta (story) ce.ri.da (OOV), ce.li.ta (OOV), ce.li.da (OOV), je.ri.ta (OOV),

je.ri.da (OOV), je.li.ta (very beautiful), je.li.da (OOV)

3 Result and Discussion

The data-set used here is the same as described in [34]. It consists of 50k words
equipped with boundaries or points of syllabifications. It is equally divided
into five subsets (folds), where each subset consists of 10k words, to do the
five-fold cross-validation. Three experiments are conducted in this research
to sequentially tune the parameters. Firstly, the optimum unigram weight
U is searched using α = 0.4 as suggested in [9] and B = 1.0 based on an
assumption that the slurred-bigrams have the same importance as the normal-
bigrams. The bigram weight B is then optimized using the found optimum U
and α = 0.4. Next, the backoff factor α is verified using both optimum values
of U and B. Finally, CBSS is compared to another syllabification model. Here,
a percentage of errors in the syllable level, which is commonly known as SER,
is used to measure all performances in those experiments.

3.1 Optimizing unigram weight U

The CBSS is firstly evaluated using α = 0.4 and B = 1.0 to find the optimum
unigram weight U . The results illustrated in Fig. 3 informs that U is very
sensitive. A very small U = 0.001 produces high SERs for all folds. A big
U = 0.1 or bigger also gives higher SERs. The unigram weight U reaches the
optimum value of 0.05 that produces the lowest SERs for all folds with the
average SER of 2.65%. As hypothesized, the optimum value of this parameter
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is very low of only 0.05 (much lower than B), which means that the impact of
the slurred unigrams is just 5% to do the syllabification.

Fig. 3 SERs produced by CBSS using α = 0.4, B = 1.0, and varying unigram weight U

3.2 Optimizing bigram weight B

The CBSS is then evaluated using α = 0.4 and U = 0.05 to optimize the
bigram weight B. The results in Fig. 3 shows that B is not sensitive. It is
quite stable to produce low SERs for all folds when the value is in the interval
of 0.8 to 1.1. It reaches the optimum value of 1.0 that produces the lowest
average SER of 2.65%.

3.3 Verifying backoff factor α

Next, the use of α = 0.4 suggested in [9] is verified using both optimum values
U = 0.05 and B=1.0. Here, nine experiments are performed using α = 0.1 to
0.9. The results in Fig. 5 informs that α is an easily tuned parameter. It gives
the lowest average SER of 2.65% when the value is in the interval of 0.2 to
0.4. It means that the α = 0.4 is verified in this research.

3.4 Comparison to other models

Finally, the best performance of CBSS is compared to two other syllabification
models: BS and fuzzy k -nearest neighbour in every class (FkNNC), which uses
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Fig. 4 SERs produced by CBSS using α = 0.4, U = 0.05, and varying bigram weight B

Fig. 5 SERs produced by CBSS using B = 1.0, U = 0.05, and varying α

the same data-set of 50 k words described in [34]. The same testing-sets of 5
folds are also used in this evaluation. To get fairness, all methods are compared
in their best performances using the same dataset as illustrated by Fig. 6. It
can be seen that CBSS produce lower average SER of 2.65% than BS with
average SER of 3.80%. It means that CBSS relatively decrease the SER by up
to 30.26%. It shows that the proposed slurring procedure is capable of boosting
the performance of standard bigram-syllabification model. But, CBSS gives a
slightly higher average SER than FkNNC that gives average SER of 2.27%.
Nevertheless, CBSS has lower complexity than FkNNC since it just calculates
the probabilities of bigrams to get the syllabification points while FkNNC
should find the k nearest neighbours and then decide the syllabification points.
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Fig. 6 SERs produced by three syllabification models: BS, CBSS, and FkNNC

3.5 Disadvantage of the proposed model

Since the input is a raw sequence of grapheme (not phoneme), CBSS has dif-
ficulty to distinguish a diphthong from a regular sequence of grapheme and
suffix, such as a diphthong 〈ai〉 is hard to be differentiated from a regular
sequence of grapheme 〈a〉 and suffix 〈i〉. For instance, a root ”intai” (lurk-
ing) that is syllabified as 〈in.tai〉 while a derivative ”memintai” (ask for) is
segmented into 〈me.min.ta.i〉 since it is derived from a root 〈min.ta〉 that is
prefixed by 〈me〉 and suffixed by 〈i〉. The former 〈ai〉 is a diphthong but the
later is a sequence of grapheme 〈a〉 and suffix 〈i〉. The syllable errors produced
by the proposed model mostly come from such case as Bahasa Indonesia has
up to eighteen suffixes [3]. Such weakness probably can be overcome by incor-
porating a scheme of diphthong detection.

3.6 Possibility to be applied to named-entity

The proposed CBSS just uses bigrams and unigrams as well as their slurs to
maximize the scores of syllabifications. This can be concluded that it can be
applied to a data-set of name-entities since the slurring procedure is very com-
mon in such data-set. For example, slurring a named-entity ”ban.dung” (the
capital city in West Java) produces three other name-entities, i.e. ”ban.tung”
(a resort in Sukhothai, Thailand), ”pan.dung” (a village in Special Region of
Yogyakarta), and ”pan.tung” (a folk song from Bolaang Mongondow, North
Sulawesi).
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4 Conclusion

The proposed slurring procedure is capable of boosting the standard bigram-
syllabification model. It relatively reduces the average SER up to 30.26%.
The performance is slightly worse than the FkNNC-based syllabification but
it offers much lower complexity since it just calculates the probabilities of bi-
grams and unigrams to get the syllabification points. Besides, it is prospective
to be applied to name-entities. In the future, a scheme of filtering possible
legal-bigrams can be introduced to improve its performance.
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1 Introduction

One of the important pronunciation units in a language is a syllable. It is
strongly relevant to the phonology rules. In [7], the researcher states that a
syllable is a representational unit used to learn the phonotactic constraints of
speech-sounds. The syllable is generally believed to be central to the infant as
well as the adult perception of speech [34]. The syllable theories are based on
much evidence. One of them is evidence from child language acquisition [11].

In linguistic theory, a syllable consists of an obligatory nucleus with or
without non-obligatory surrounding consonants called onset and coda [16].
In the Indonesian language, the nucleus can be either vowel or diphthong
[2]. Meanwhile, both onset and coda are consonants [2]. For instance, a word
”pantai” (beach) contains two syllables: 〈pan〉 and 〈tai〉. The former consists
of an onset 〈p〉, a nucleus of single vowel 〈a〉, and a coda 〈n〉. The later is
composed of an onset 〈t〉, a nucleus of diphthong 〈ai〉, but no coda.

A model of syllable boundary detection, also known as automatic syllabi-
fication, is defined as a process of dividing a word into syllables. This model
is urgent for some researches as well as application developments in the field
of linguistics, e.g. grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (G2P) [36], [43], spelling-
checker [23], [30], machine transliteration [29], speech synthesis [14], [10], [3],
[27], speaking rate estimation [28], speaking proficiency scoring [17], word
count estimation [34], speech recognition [28], [12], [31], [18], dialect iden-
tification [22], speech emotion recognition [6], [40], forensic-voice [38], early
childhood digital literacy [21], etc.

The automatic syllabification is commonly implemented using two different
approaches: either orthographic or phonemic-based. The previous works show
that the phonemic-syllabification [44] performs better than the orthographic
one [32] but it requires a linguist to provides perfect phoneme sequences. A
model of phonemicization or G2P can be created to replace the linguist role but
a small phoneme error rate (PER) decreases its performance in terms of SER
[44]. Besides, it potentially performs much worse for named-entities having
many exceptions and ambiguities. Therefore, many researchers are interested
in the orthographic (also known as graphemic) syllabification as it is much
simpler and more flexible regarding the dataset for the learning process when
the statistical models are used.

A syllabification is generally implemented using statistical models, instead
of rule-based ones, since they are easier to implement and give lower SER
[1]. The statistical models are usually implemented using either supervised
or unsupervised learning technique, such as Näive Bayes model [4], decision
tree-based model [9], treebank model [25], random forest model [4], neural-
based model [45], support vector machine model, [5], finite-state transducers
model [20], [15], context-free grammars model [26], Hidden Markov Model [19],
syllabification by analogy [1], dropped-and-matched model [33], n-gram model
[37], conditional random fields model [39], [35], nearest neighbour-based model
[44], [32], and unsupervised-syllabification model based on a classification of
graphemic-symbols into two categories: consonants and vowels [24].
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The nearest neighbour is one of the interesting models since it produces
a low SER [44], [32]. Unfortunately, it has a high complexity of computation.
It also requires complex language-specific knowledge. Besides, a graphemic
encoding proposed in [32] produces a relatively high SER since it does not
accurately represent a language-specific knowledge.

Another interesting model is the n-gram syllabification since it gives both
competitive SER and low complexity. Besides, it is simple to implement as well
as language-independent that does not require any language-specific phono-
tactic knowledge. Unfortunately, it has a disadvantage for a small dataset with
a high rate of OOV bigrams. Many researchers have proposed various proce-
dures to make some improvements, such as the segmental conditional random
fields (SCRF) [35] and the bigram with flipping onsets (BFO) [42]. The SCRF
is a bigram-based syllabification smoothed by a simple stupid backoff scheme
described in [8]. It performs excellent, with a high generalization, even for quite
small training-sets. Unfortunately, it looks very complex since eight features
generated by sonority, legality, and maximum onset are taken into account in
calculating the bigram-probability. Meanwhile, the BFO offers a simple com-
putation but it produces quite high SER for the Indonesian language [42].

In this research, a new procedure of phonological similarity-based back-
off smoothing is proposed to boost the standard stupid backoff smoothing
bigram-syllabification. This procedure is inspired by a fact that replacing one
or more consonant-graphemes in a word into other phonologically similar ones,
which is based on both place and manner of articulations, may create other
words without shifting the syllabification points. For instance, swapping two
consonant-graphemes in an Indonesian word ”ba.ru” (new) produces three
new words: ”ba.lu” (widower), ”pa.ru” (lung), and ”pa.lu” (hammer) with-
out shifting the points of syllabifications since the graphemes 〈b〉 and 〈p〉 are in
the same category of plosive-bilabial while 〈r〉 and 〈l〉 are thrill/lateral-dental.
This procedure increases the number of bigrams, which means that the OOV
rate can be reduced.

Indonesian language has eighteen prefixes [2]. An interesting phenomenon
is swapping consonant-graphemes in a prefix generally not just produces an-
other legal prefix but also a few illegal ones (noises). For instance, swapping
grapheme 〈b〉 in a prefix 〈ber〉 in the word ”be.ra.tu.ran” (regular) into 〈p〉
produces another legal prefix 〈per〉 in ”pe.ra.tu.ran” (rules). Swapping a prefix
〈pe〉 in ”pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance) produces an OOV word ”be.nam.pi.lan”.
But, all syllables in the OOV word produce legal bigrams come from other
words: ”be.nam” (immerse); ”nam.pi” that come from ”me.nam.pi” (win-
now), ”pe.nam.pi” (shelter), ”pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance), and some other
words; and ”pi.lan” that come from ”a.pi.lan” (breastwork), ”kam.pi.lan” (ap-
pearance), ”pi.pi.lan” (flat), ”pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance), and many other
words. Swapping a prefix 〈ter〉 in ”ter.ba.wa” (not deliberately taken away)
produces illegal prefix 〈der〉 in an OOV word ”der.ba.wa” with a bigram
”der.ba” that is never found in 50k words but, based on the Indonesian phono-
tactic rules, it is a legal bigram.
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For English and other European languages, the procedure of swapping
consonant-graphemes in many words may produce huge illegal syllable-unigrams
and syllable-bigrams. However, for the Indonesian language, the procedure
creates more new legal syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams than the illegal
ones. A preliminary study shows that 50k Indonesian words produce a total of
161,981 legal syllable-unigrams. Swapping those 50k words produces a total of
2,676,764 swapped syllable-unigrams, where 87.36% of them are legal unigrams
that are the same as produced by the original words and the rest 12.64% are
unseen syllable-unigrams. It means that the swapping procedure significantly
increases the number of unigrams by 16.52 times (14.44 times legal unigrams
and 2.08 times unseen unigrams). Furthermore, those 50k words produce a to-
tal of 212,550 syllable-bigrams. Swapping them produces a total of 3,317,292
swapped syllable-bigrams, where 77.45% are legal bigrams that are the same
as produced by the original words and the rest 22.55% are considered unseen
syllable-bigrams. It means that the swapping procedure impressively increases
the number of bigrams up to 14.12 times (12.09 times legal bigrams and 2.03
times unseen unigrams). Those unseen syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams
can be either legal or illegal based on the Indonesian phonotactic rules. How-
ever, it is not easy to classify them into both classes.

In this research, the impact of swapping consonant-graphemes in a word is
investigated on an Indonesian orthographic syllabification. First, the standard
bigram-syllabification (BS) smoothed by the Stupid Backoff is implemented.
Next, the combination of standard bigram-syllabification and phonological
similarity-based backoff smoothing (CBSPS) is developed and then examined
whether it is capable of improving the performance of BS in terms of SER.
Since it is not easy to detect the unseen syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams
as legal or illegal, CBSPS is implemented using all of them (not just the le-
gal ones). Hence, this research focuses on examining whether the proposed
procedure can enhance the performance of BS or not.

2 Research Method

Fig. 1 shows the block diagram of the training process of the CBSPS model
proposed in this research. It is a combination of standard and swapped bigram-
syllabifications. A dataset of pairs of words and their corresponding syllabi-
fications is used to develop a list of standard or normal syllables, a table of
syllable-unigrams, and a table syllable-bigrams on the left side. It is also used
to develop a list of swapped syllables, a table of swapped syllable-unigrams
(or swapped-unigrams), and a table of swapped syllable-bigrams (or swapped-
bigrams) on the right side. The generated tables of both normal and swapped
syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams are then exploited in the testing pro-
cess, as illustrated by Fig. 2, to maximize the final score to produce the best
sequence of syllables that has the highest score.

The testing process in Fig. 2 illustrates an input sequence of graphemes
〈pandai〉 (smart) is quite hard to be syllabified since 〈ai〉 is a diphthong, not
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Developing list of all normal-syllables

A data set of pairs of words and their syllabifications

Developing table of syllable-unigrams

Developing table of syllable-bigrams

List of all normal-syllables

Table of syllable-unigrams & frequencies

Table of syllable-bigrams & frequencies

Developing list of all swapped-syllables

Developing table of swapped-unigrams

Developing table of swapped-bigrams

List of all swapped-syllables

Table of swapped-unigrams & frequencies

Table of swapped-bigrams & frequencies

Fig. 1 Training process of the proposed CBSPS model

two independent vowels 〈a〉 and 〈i〉. First, three vowels {〈a〉, 〈a〉, and 〈i〉}
contained in the grapheme sequence are detected in the positions {2, 5, 6}. A
well known high accurate method called Sukhotin’s algorithm proposed in [13]
can be exploited to automatically detect vowels and diphthongs but it is not
used here. Instead, this research just uses the simple Indonesian typological
knowledge explained in [2], where five graphemes {〈a〉, 〈e〉, 〈i〉, 〈o〉, 〈u〉} can
be single vowels; four grapheme sequences {〈ai〉, 〈au〉, 〈ei〉, 〈oi〉} may produce
diphthongs; and other graphemes are considered as consonants.

Next, six possible syllabifications are generated, i.e. 〈pa.nda.i〉, 〈pan.da.i〉,
〈pa.ndai〉, 〈pan.dai〉, 〈pand.ai〉, and 〈pand.a.i〉, where two graphemes 〈ai〉 may
produce a diphthong or two single vowels forming one or two nucleuses. The
score of each candidate is then calculated using the formula in Equation (3). In
this case, the fourth candidate 〈pan.dai〉 gives the highest score since swapping
consonant-graphemes in this candidate produces two legal bigrams 〈pan.tai〉
(beach) and 〈ban.tai〉 (slaughter) as well as an OOV bigrams: 〈ban.dai〉 (it
is not an Indonesian word) while the other five candidates produce all OOV
bigrams. It means that CBSPS is capable of syllabifying the input sequence
of graphemes 〈pandai〉 into 〈pan.dai〉, where 〈ai〉 is correctly detected as a
diphthong.

2.1 Standard bigram-syllabification model

The BS model works by maximizing the likelihood of syllable sequences for a
given word. The likelihood can be estimated using a probability chain, which
is commonly smoothed by a simple Stupid Backoff to produce a more accurate
probability, which is here called score since its value can be more than 1, for
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6

Detecting all positions of vowels

A sequence of graphemes: <pandai>

Generating all possible standard bigram -syllabifications

Positions of vowels: {2, 5, 6}

Candidates standard bigram-syllabifications:
1. <pa.nda.i>
2. <pan.da.i>
3. <pa.ndai>
4. <pan.dai>

Maximizing the CBSPS score formulated in Equation (3)

A sequence of syllables with maximum score : <pan.dai>

Generating all possible swapped bigram -syllabifications

Candidates swapped bigram-syllabifications:
1. <pa.nta.i>, <ba.nda.i>, <ba.nta.i>
2. <pan.ta.i>, <ban.da.i>, <ban.ta.i>
3. <pa.ntai>, <ba.ndai>, <ba.ntai>
4. <pan.tai>, <ban.dai>, <pan.tai>

Fig. 2 Testing process of the proposed CBSPS model

a training-set with many OOV words [8]. In this method, the score of bigram-
syllabification Sbs is calculated as

Sbs(wi|wi−1) =






f(wi−1wi)
f(wi−1)

if f(wi−1wi) > 0

α f(wi)
N otherwise

(1)

where f(wi−1wi) and f(wi) are the frequencies of both syllable bigram and
syllable unigram appear in the training-set, wi is the ith syllable contained in
a word that can be seen as a unigram while wi−1wi is a bigram containing
both (i−1)th and ith syllables, N is the training-set size, and α is the backoff
factor that generally set to 0.4 [8]. The model of BS commonly gives a low
performance for a small training-set that has a high rate of OOV syllable [35].
Besides using a smoothing procedure, the performance of BS can be improved
by decreasing the OOV rate.
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Phonological Similarity-Based Backoff Smoothing 7

2.2 Combination of standard and phonological similarity-based bigram model

A procedure of swapping consonant-graphemes in the training-set is proposed
here to decrease the OOV rate in the BS model. This procedure forms a new
model called phonological similarity-based bigram-syllabification, which has a
score Sps formulated as

Sps(wi|wi−1) =






B fs(wi−1wi)
fs(wi−1)

if fs(wi−1wi) > 0

Uα fs(wi)
Ns

otherwise

(2)

where fs(wi−1wi) and fs(wi) are the frequencies of both swapped-bigram and
swapped-unigram appear in the training-set, wi is the ith syllable contained
in a word that can be seen as a unigram while wi−1wi is a bigram containing
both (i−1)th and ith syllables, Ns is the size of the swapped training-set, B is
a weight of swapped-bigram, U is a weight of swapped-unigram, and α is the
backoff factor as used in Equation 1. Both weights B and U are introduced
here to smooth the score since the swapped-consonant words may produce
some illegal bigrams and/or illegal unigrams. Hence, the value of B should
be less than 1.0 because swapping procedure on 50k formal words creates up
to 22.55% illegal bigrams. Meanwhile, the value of U is probably much lower
than B since a unigram is less important than a bigram in deciding the score
of syllabification.

Finally, the CBSPS model uses the combined score Scbsps that is simply
calculated as

Scbsps = Sbs + Sps (3)

where Sbs is the score of bigram-syllabification in Equation (1) and Sps is the
score of phonological similarity-based model in Equation (2).

2.3 Phonological similarity-based graphemes

Table 1 illustrates the graphemes and their phonological similarities based on
the categorization of phonemes described in [2] as well as their examples in
some Indonesian formal words. Here, the graphemes and their swaps are sim-
ply mapped to those phoneme categorizations since they are strongly related
to the corresponding phonemes [2], [41]. A formal word containing one of
those 14 graphemes, which are grouped into 7 categories, can be swapped
to produce another formal word as shown in the last column (examples).
In [2], both phonemes /g/ and /k/ are in the same category (plosive-velar).
But, they are not used here since swapping grapheme 〈g〉 into 〈k〉 commonly
produces many illegal syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams, such as swap-
ping consonant-graphemes in the word ”me.mang.sa” (prey on) generates
”me.mank.sa” (OOV) with an illegal syllable-unigram ”mank” and two il-
legal bigrams ”me.mank” and ”mank.sa”. Instead, the grapheme 〈q〉 is used
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8

here since, in Indonesian language, it is always pronounced as a phoneme /k/
[2], [44].

Table 1 Consonant-graphemes and their swapping as well as the example of the swapped-
consonant words without changing their points or boundaries of syllabifications

Grapheme category Graph. Swap Example
Plosive-Bilabial: {b, p} b p ba.ru (new) → pa.ru (lung)

p b pa.du (intact) → ba.du (checkered)
Plosive-Dental: {d, t} d t da.ri (from) → ta.ri (dance)

t d ta.hi (feces) → da.hi (forehead)
Plosive-Velar: {k, q} k q ka.ri (curry) → qa.ri (reciter)

q k a.qi.dah (creed) → a.ki.dah (creed)
Affricative-Palatal: {c, j} c j ca.ri (find) → ja.ri (finger)

j c jan.da (widow) → can.da (joke)
Fricative-Labiodental: {f, v} f v fi.si (fission) → vi.si (vision)

v f vo.li (volley) → vo.li (thin metal)
Fricative-Dental: {s, z} s z sa.man (indict) → za.man (era)

z s a.zam (aim) → a.sam (acid)
Thrill/Lateral-Dental: {l, r} l r li.ma (five) → ri.ma (rhyme)

r l ra.bu (Wednesday) → la.bu (pumpkin)

Meanwhile, Table 2 illustrates the examples of some swapped-consonant
words generated from the words containing two or more possible swappng-
graphemes without changing the point or boundary of syllabification. A word
”ba.ra” (embers), which has two possible swapping graphemes 〈b〉 and 〈r〉,
can be swapped to produce three other words, i.e. ”ba.la” (disaster), ”pa.ra”
(rubber), and ”pa.la” (nutmeg) without changing the syllabification points.
A word ”bi.ru” (blue), which has two possible swapping graphemes, can be
swapped into three new words: ”bi.lu”, ”pi.ru”, and ”pi.lu” without chang-
ing the syllabification points. There is no formal word ”bi.lu” in Indonesian
language (it means that ”bi.lu” is an OOV word). But, it can be a sub-word
for some other words, such as ”sem.bi.lu” (sharp reed skin like a knife). The
word ”pi.ru” is also an OOV word but it is a sub-word for the word ”pi.ru.et”
(one of ballet dance styles). In contrast, the word ”pi.lu” is a formal word that
means ”really sad” in English. No doubt, such swapped-consonant words in-
crease the number of bigrams. Hence, swapping word can be seen as a method
of data augmentation. This is expected to produce a more accurate score in
Equation (3) so that a better syllabification can be achieved.

3 Result and Discussion

The data-sets used here are formal words, named-entities, and the mixture of
both data-sets. The first two data-sets are the same as described in [32]. The
formal word dataset consists of 50k words equipped with boundaries or points
of syllabifications. It is equally divided into five subsets (folds), where each
subset consists of 10k words, to do the five-fold cross-validation. The dataset
of named-entities contains 15k entries and their syllable boundaries. It is also
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Phonological Similarity-Based Backoff Smoothing 9

Table 2 Examples of some new words produced by swapping consonants-graphemes in the
original words without shifting the point or boundary of syllabification

Original word Swapped-consonant words
ba.ra (embers) ba.la (disaster), pa.ra (rubber), pa.la (nutmeg)
ba.ru (new) ba.lu (widower), pa.ru (lung), pa.lu (hammer)
bi.ru (blue) pi.ru (OOV), bi.lu (OOV), pi.lu (really sad)
ba.rat (west) ba.rad (OOV), ba.lat (OOV), ba.lad (city), pa.rat (OOV), pa.rad

(OOV), pa.lat (penis), pa.lad (OOV)
ca.ri (find) ca.li (OOV), ja.ri (finger), ja.li (real)
ce.ri.ta (story) ce.ri.da (OOV), ce.li.ta (OOV), ce.li.da (OOV), je.ri.ta (OOV),

je.ri.da (OOV), je.li.ta (very beautiful), je.li.da (OOV)

equally divided into 5 folds, each contains 3k words. The mixed dataset consists
of 65k entries and their syllable boundaries. It is also equally divided into 5
folds, each contains 13k entries.

3.1 Evaluation on the dataset of formal words

In this evaluation, five experiments are conducted to sequentially tune the pa-
rameters. Firstly, the optimum unigram weight U is searched using α = 0.4 as
suggested in [8] and B = 1.0 based on an assumption that the swapped-bigrams
have the same importance as the normal-bigrams. Secondly, the bigram weight
B is then optimized using the found optimum U and α = 0.4. Thirdly, the
backoff factor α is verified using both optimum values of U and B. Fourthly,
the three parameters are jointly optimized using the potential values resulted
from the previous three experiments. Finally, CBSPS is fairly compared to
other syllabification models. Here, a percentage of errors in the syllable level,
which is commonly known as SER, is used to measure all performances in
those experiments.

Optimizing unigram weight U . The CBSPS is firstly evaluated using α = 0.4
and B = 1.0 to find the optimum unigram weight U . The results illustrated in
Fig. 3 informs that U is very sensitive. A very small U = 0.001 produces high
SERs for all folds. A big U = 0.1 or bigger also gives higher SERs. The unigram
weight U reaches the optimum value of 0.05 that produces the lowest SERs for
all folds with the average SER of 2.65%. As hypothesized, the optimum value
of this parameter is very low of only 0.05 (much lower than B), which means
that the impact of the swapped unigrams is just 5% to do the syllabification.

Optimizing bigram weight B. The CBSPS is then evaluated using α = 0.4 and
U = 0.05 to optimize the bigram weight B. The results in Fig. 4 shows that B
is not sensitive. It is quite stable to produce low SERs for all folds when the
value is in the interval of 0.8 to 1.1. It reaches the optimum value of 1.0 that
produces the lowest average SER of 2.65%.
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10

Fig. 3 SERs produced by CBSPS using α = 0.4, B = 1.0, and varying unigram weight U

Fig. 4 SERs produced by CBSPS using α = 0.4, U = 0.05, and varying bigram weight B

Verifying backoff factor α. Next, the use of α = 0.4 suggested in [8] is verified
using both optimum values U = 0.05 and B = 1.0. Here, nine experiments
are performed using α = 0.1 to 0.9. The results in Fig. 5 informs that α is an
easily tuned parameter. It gives the lowest average SER of 2.65% when the
value is in the interval of 0.2 to 0.4. It means that the α = 0.4 is verified in
this research.

Jointly parameters optimization. Next, the three parameters are then jointly
optimized using the potential values produced by the sequential tuning, where
U = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, B = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, and α = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The results
in Fig. 6 shows that the optimum combination of the three parameters is
U = 0.05, B = 0.5, and α = 0.2 that gives the lowest average SER of 2.61%.
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Phonological Similarity-Based Backoff Smoothing 11

Fig. 5 SERs produced by CBSPS using B = 1.0, U = 0.05, and varying α

Fig. 6 SERs produced by CBSPS using jointly parameters optimization for the dataset of
formal words

Comparison to other models. Finally, the best performance of CBSPS is com-
pared to three other syllabification models: BS, BFO, and fuzzy k -nearest
neighbour in every class (FkNNC), which uses the same dataset of 50k words
described in [32]. The same testing-sets of 5 folds are also used in this evalua-
tion. To get fairness, all methods are compared in their best performances for
the same dataset. The results in Fig. 7 illustrate that CBSPS produces a lower
average SER of 2.61% than BS with an average SER of 3.80%. Hence, CBSPS
gives a relative reduction in SER up to 31.39%. It shows that the proposed
swapping procedure is capable of boosting the performance of the standard
bigram-syllabification model. The CBSPS also better than BFO that gives an
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12

average SER of 3.11%. But, it is slightly worse than FkNNC, which reaches
the lowest mean SER of 2.27%.

Nevertheless, CBSPS has much lower complexity than FkNNC since it just
calculates the probabilities of bigrams to get the syllabification points while
FkNNC should find the k nearest neighbours and then decide the syllabifica-
tion points. CBSPS just searches tens or fewer bigrams as well as unigrams
that are taken into account to determine the syllabification points, where the
searching can be very fast using both indexed-sorted bigrams and unigrams.
Meanwhile, FkNNC should compute up to 250 thousand distances between
a candidate syllabification and all impossible indexed-sorted patterns in the
training-set, choose the k closest patterns in both classes: point and not point
of syllabification, and eventually select the class with the lowest total fuzzy-
distance as the decision.

Fig. 7 SERs produced by BS, BFO, CBSPS, and FkNNC models for the dataset of formal
words

3.2 Evaluation on the dataset of named-entities

The proposed CBSPS just uses bigrams and unigrams as well as their phono-
logical similarities to maximize the scores of syllabifications. Hence, it can
be applied to a dataset of name-entities since the phonological similarities
are very common in such a dataset. For example, mapping two graphemes
〈b〉 and 〈d〉 in a named-entity ”ban.dung” (the capital city in West Java)
into their phonological similarities 〈p〉 and 〈t〉 produces three other named-
entities: ”ban.tung” (a resort in Sukhothai, Thailand), ”pan.dung” (a village
in Special Region of Yogyakarta), and ”pan.tung” (a folk song from Bolaang
Mongondow, North Sulawesi).
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Phonological Similarity-Based Backoff Smoothing 13

Careful observation on the dataset of 15k named-entities informs that
it produces a total of 45,799 legal syllable-unigrams. Swapping procedure
on those 15k named-entities produces a total of 385,850 swapped syllable-
unigrams, where 90.92% of them are legal unigrams that are the same as pro-
duced by the original words and the rest 9.08% are unseen syllable-unigrams.
Hence, the swapping procedure significantly increases the number of uni-
grams by 8.43 times, i.e. 7.66 times legal unigrams and 0.77 times unseen uni-
grams. Furthermore, those 15k named-entities create a total of 30,516 syllable-
bigrams. Swapping them produces a total of 275,472 swapped syllable-bigrams,
where 84.61% are legal bigrams and the rest 15.39% are considered unseen
syllable-bigrams. It means that the swapping procedure impressively increases
the number of bigrams up to 9.03 times, i.e. 7.64 times legal bigrams and
1.59 times unseen unigrams. These facts indicate that the proposed CBSPS
will be able to syllabify named entities better than BS. Therefore, CBSPS is
evaluated here using the dataset of named-entities in a 5-fold cross-validation
scheme. First, the three parameters U , B, and α are jointly optimized. The
SER produced by the optimum values of those parameters is then compared
to three other models: BS, BFO, and FkNNC.

Jointly parameters optimization. The three parameters are jointly optimized
using the potential values resulted from the previous experiment on the for-
mal word dataset, where U = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, B = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, and
α = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The results in Fig. 8 concludes that the optimum com-
bination of the three parameters is U = 0.05, B = 0.5, and α = 0.3 that gives
the lowest average SER of 13.48%.

Fig. 8 SERs produced by CBSPS using jointly parameters optimization for the dataset of
named-entities
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Comparison to other models. The best performance of CBSPS is then com-
pared to three other syllabification models: BS, BFO, and FkNNC, which uses
the same dataset of 50k words described in [32]. The same testing-sets of 5
folds are also used in this evaluation. To get fairness, all methods are compared
in their best performances using the same dataset as illustrated by Fig. 9. The
CBSPS produces a lower average SER of 13.48% than BS (14.90%), which
means that CBSPS relatively decreases the mean SER by 9.53%. It is also
better than BFO that gives an average SER of 14.15%. But, it is much worse
than FkNNC, which reaches the lowest mean SER of 6.78%. This is caused
by a lot of vocal ambiguity in the named-entities. For instances, the person
names ”A.dy”, ”A.di”, and ”A.dhie” are pronounced as /A.di/ and the per-
son names ”Bu.dy”, ”Bu.di”, and ”Bu.dhie” are pronounced as /bu.di/. Since
CBSPS always considers the grapheme 〈y〉 as a consonant, not a semi-vowel
nor a vowel, it fails to syllabify ”Budy” into ”bu.dy”.

Fig. 9 SERs produced by BS, BFO, CBSPS, and FkNNC models for the dataset of named-
entities

3.3 Evaluation on the mixed dataset of formal words and named-entities

The proposed CBSPS is finally evaluated using the mixture dataset of 50k
formal words and 15k named-entities to see its generalization. This dataset of
65k entries is equally divided into 5 folds, each contains 13k entries. First, the
three parameters of CBSPS are jointly optimized. The result is then compared
to two other models: BS and BFO.

Jointly parameters optimization. The three parameters are jointly optimized
using the potential values resulted from the previous experiments on the
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Phonological Similarity-Based Backoff Smoothing 15

formal word dataset, where U = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, B = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, and
α = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The results in Fig. 10 shows that the optimum combina-
tion of the three parameters is U = 0.05, B = 0.5, and α = 0.2 that gives
the lowest average SER of 4.88%. A detail observation shows that SER come
from the named-entities is slightly lower than the previous model, which is
trained using the dataset of named-entities only, but SER from the formal
words does not decrease at all. It means that CBSPS is just stable for the
formal words but it is capable of generalizing bigrams from the formal words
into the named-entities.

Fig. 10 SERs produced by CBSPS using B = 1.0, U = 0.05, and varying α for the mixed
dataset of formal words and named-entities

Comparison to other models. The best performance of CBSPS is then com-
pared to two other syllabification models, BS and BFO, using the mixed
dataset of 65k words. Unfortunately, in this case, it cannot be compared to
the FkNNC since there is no experimental result provided in [32]. The results
in Fig. 11 show that CBSPS produces a much smaller average SER of 4.88%
than BS (6.02%), which means that CBSPS relatively decreases the mean SER
by 18.94%. It is also much better than BFO that produces an average SER of
5.74%. This result also informs that the performance of the proposed CBSPS
is stable for all five folds.

3.4 Training-set sizes

To investigate the impact of training-set sizes, some varying training-set sizes
are developed by randomly selecting words from the five folds in the dataset
of formal words. First, each fold is defined as the fixed testing-set. Next, six
training-set sizes of 1k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 30, and 40k are then randomly generated
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Fig. 11 SERs produced by BS, BFO, and CBSPS models for the mixed dataset of formal
words and named-entities

five times from the remaining four folds (unseen data in the testing sets)
so that each training-set size contains five subsets. The comparisons of BS,
BFO, and CBSPS are then performed repeatedly five times for each subset.
Unfortunately, in this experiment, they cannot be compared to the FkNNC
since there is no experimental result provided in [32].

The experimental results in Fig. 12 shows that CBSPS, for all training-
set sizes, yields lower average SERs than BS. For the training-set size of 1k,
CBSPS and BFO give the same average SER of 16.13% while BS produces
19.30%. For the training-set of 5k, CBSPS yields the lowest mean SER of
6.37% than both BFO (7.01%) and BS (8.93%). The interesting results come
from the training-set of 10k, where CBSPS produces impressively lower mean
SER of 3.68% than both BFO (4.96%) and BS (6.29%).

For the training-set of 20k, CBSPS and BFO yield the same mean SER
of 3.94% that is smaller than BS (4.68%). For the 30k one, CBSPS provides
a much lower average SER (1.57%) than both BFO (3.32%) and BS (4.09%).
It means that CBSPS gives a relative reduction of the average SER by up to
61.61%. Finally, for the training-set of 40k, CBSPS also reaches the smallest
mean SER of 2.61% among BFO (3.31%) and BS (3.80%).

Those results are very interesting. Increasing the size of training-set does
not always decrease the SER. Sometimes it actually raises the SER. It can be
said that CBSPS is not stable. This can be easily explained here that swapped-
consonant words that produce many illegal OOV bigrams and/or unigrams
potentially increase the SER. In other words, the unstable SERs produced by
CBSPS are caused by some illegal OOV swapped-consonant words generated
in the training-sets. Therefore, a scheme of filtering possible legal-bigrams can
be introduced to improve the performance of CBSPS.
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Fig. 12 SERs produced by BS, BFO, and CBSPS for six different training-set sizes taken
from the 50k Indonesian formal words

4 Conclusion

The proposed CBSPS is capable of significantly boosting the standard bigram-
syllabification model smoothed by the stupid backoff for the dataset of formal
words. It relatively reduces the average SER up to 31.39%. Its performance is
slightly worse than the FkNNC-based syllabification but it offers much lower
complexity since it just calculates the probabilities of bigrams and unigrams
to get the syllabification points. It slightly improves the standard bigram-
syllabification model for the named-entities, where it relatively reduces the
average SER by 9.53%. Another finding is the CBSPS gives a low SER of
3.68% for the testing-set of unseen 10k formal words by using a tiny training-
set of 10k formal words only. In the future, a scheme of filtering possible
legal-bigrams can be introduced to improve its performance.
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Abstract Swapping one or more consonant-graphemes in a word into other
phonologically similar ones, which based on both place and manner of artic-
ulation, interestingly produces some other words without shifting the sylla-
ble boundary (or point). For examples, in the Indonesian language, swap-
ping consonant-graphemes in a word ”ba.ra” (embers) creates three new
words: ”ba.la” (disaster), ”pa.ra” (reference to a group), and ”pa.la” (nut-
meg) without changing the syllabification points since both graphemes 〈b〉
and 〈p〉 are in the same category of plosive-bilabial while both 〈r〉 and 〈l〉 are
thrill/lateral-dental. An observation on 50k Indonesian words shows that re-
placing consonant-graphemes in those words impressively increases the number
of unigrams by 16.52 times and significantly increases the number of bigrams
by 14.12 times. Therefore, in this paper, a procedure of swapping consonant-
graphemes based on phonological similarity is proposed to boost the standard
bigram-based orthographic syllabification, which commonly has a low per-
formance for a dataset with many out-of-vocabulary (OOV) bigrams. Some
examinations on the 50k words using the k -fold cross-validation scheme, with
k = 5, prove that the proposed procedure significantly boosts the standard
bigram-syllabification, where it gives a relative reduction of mean syllable er-
ror rate (SER) up to 31.39%. It also shows an improvement for the dataset of
15k named-entities by relatively decreasing the average SER by 9.53%. It is
better than a flipping onsets-based model for both datasets. Compared to a
nearest neighbor-based model, its performance is a little worse, but it provides
much lower complexity. Another important finding is that the proposed model
can produce a relatively small SER, even for a tiny training-set.
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1 Introduction

One of the important pronunciation units in a language is a syllable. It is
completely relevant to the phonology rules. In [7], the researcher states that a
syllable is a representational unit used to learn the phonotactic constraints of
speech-sounds. The syllable is generally believed to be central to the infant as
well as the adult perception of speech [32]. The syllable theories are based on
much evidence. One of them is evidence from child language acquisition [11].

In linguistic theory, a syllable consists of an obligatory nucleus with or
without non-obligatory surrounding consonants called onset and coda [33].
In the Indonesian language, a nucleus should be either vowel or diphthong
[2]. Meanwhile, both onset and coda are consonants [2]. For instance, a word
”pantai” (beach) contains two syllables: 〈pan〉 and 〈tai〉. The former consists
of an onset 〈p〉, a nucleus of single vowel 〈a〉, and a coda 〈n〉. The later is
composed of an onset 〈t〉, a nucleus of diphthong 〈ai〉, but no coda.

A model of syllable boundary detection, also known as automatic syllabifi-
cation, is defined as a process of dividing a word into syllables. This model is
urgent for some researches as well as application developments in the linguistics
area, e.g. grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (G2P) [34], [41], spelling-checker
[22], [28], machine transliteration [27], speech synthesis [14], [10], [3], [25],
speaking rate estimation [26], speaking proficiency scoring [16], word count
estimation [32], speech recognition [26], [12], [29], [17], dialect identification
[21], speech emotion recognition [6], [38], forensic-voice [36], early childhood
digital literacy [20], etc.

An automatic syllabification is commonly implemented using two different
approaches: either orthographic or phonemic-based. The previous works show
that the phonemic-syllabification [42] performs better than the orthographic
one [30], but it requires a linguist to provides perfect phoneme sequences. A
G2P model can be created to replace the linguist role, but a low phoneme
error rate produced by the G2P can significantly decrease its performance in
terms of SER [42]. Besides, it potentially performs much worse for named-
entities having many exceptions and ambiguities. Therefore, many researchers
are interested in the orthographic (also known as graphemic) syllabification as
it is much simpler and more flexible for any dataset, primarily when they use
the statistical models.

In general, an automatic syllabification is implemented using statistical
models, instead of rule-based ones, since they are easier to implement and give
lower SER [1]. The statistical models usually use either supervised or unsuper-
vised learning technique, such as Näive Bayes model [4], decision tree-based
model [9], random forest-based model [4], recurrent networks-based model [43],
support vector machine-based model [5], finite-state transducers model [19],
[15], context-free grammars model [24], Hidden Markov Model [18], syllabifica-
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tion by analogy [1], dropped-and-matched model [31], n-gram model [35], con-
ditional random fields model [37], [33], nearest neighbor-based model [42], [30],
and unsupervised-syllabification model based on a classification of graphemic-
symbols into two categories: consonants and vowels [23].

The nearest neighbor is one of the exciting models since it produces a low
SER [42], [30]. Unfortunately, it has a high complexity of computation. It also
requires complex language-specific knowledge. Besides, a graphemic encoding
proposed in [30] produces a relatively high SER since it does not accurately
represent a language-specific knowledge.

Another attractive model is the n-gram syllabification since it gives both
competitive SER and low complexity. Besides, it is simple to implement as well
as language-independent that does not require any language-specific phono-
tactic knowledge. Unfortunately, it has a disadvantage for a small dataset
with a high rate of OOV bigrams. Many researchers have proposed various
procedures to make some improvements, such as the segmental conditional
random fields (SCRF) [33] and the bigram with flipping onsets (BFO) [40].
The SCRF is a bigram-based syllabification smoothed by the Stupid Backoff
scheme described in [8]. It performs excellent, with a high generalization, even
for quite small training-sets. Unfortunately, it looks very complex since eight
features generated by sonority, legality, and maximum onset should be taken
into account in calculating the bigram-probability. Meanwhile, the BFO of-
fers a simple computation, but it produces quite high SER for the Indonesian
language [40].

Therefore, a new procedure of phonological similarity-based backoff smooth-
ing is proposed in this paper to boost the Stupid Backoff smoothed bigram-
syllabification. This procedure is inspired by a fact that replacing one or more
consonant-graphemes in a word into other phonologically similar ones (based
on both place and manner of articulations) may create other words with-
out shifting the syllabification points. For instance, swapping two consonant-
graphemes in an Indonesian word ”ba.ru” (new) produces three new words:
”ba.lu” (widower), ”pa.ru” (lung), and ”pa.lu” (hammer) without shifting
the points of syllabifications since the graphemes 〈b〉 and 〈p〉 are in the same
category of plosive-bilabial while 〈r〉 and 〈l〉 are thrill/lateral-dental. This pro-
cedure increases the number of bigrams, which means that the OOV rate can
be reduced.

Indonesian language has eighteen prefixes [2]. An interesting phenomenon
is that swapping one or more consonant-graphemes in a prefix generally not
only produces another legal prefix but also a few illegal one (noise). For in-
stance, swapping the grapheme 〈b〉 in a prefix 〈ber〉 in the word ”be.ra.tu.ran”
(regular) into 〈p〉 produces another legal prefix 〈per〉 in ”pe.ra.tu.ran” (rules).
Swapping a prefix 〈pe〉 in ”pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance) produces an OOV
word ”be.nam.pi.lan”. But, all syllables in the OOV word produce three legal
bigrams come from other words, i.e. ”be.nam” that come from ”mem.be.nam”
(to immerse); ”nam.pi” that come from ”me.nam.pi” (winnow), ”pe.nam.pi”
(shelter), ”pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance), and other words; and ”pi.lan” that
come from ”a.pi.lan” (breastwork), ”kam.pi.lan” (appearance), ”pi.pi.lan”
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(flat), ”pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance), and many other words. Swapping a pre-
fix 〈ter〉 in ”ter.ba.wa” (not deliberately taken away) produces illegal prefix
〈der〉 in an OOV word ”der.ba.wa” with a bigram ”der.ba” that is never found
in 50k words but, based on the Indonesian phonotactic rules, it is a legal
bigram.

For English and other European languages, the procedure of swapping
consonant-graphemes in many words may create huge illegal syllable-unigrams
and syllable-bigrams. However, for the Indonesian language, the procedure
generates more new legal syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams than the il-
legal ones. A preliminary study shows that 50k Indonesian words produce a
total of 161,981 legal syllable-unigrams. Swapping those 50k words produces a
total of 2,676,764 swapped syllable-unigrams, where 87.36% of them are legal
and the rest 12.64% are unseen. It means that the swapping procedure signif-
icantly increases the number of unigrams by up to 16.52 times. Furthermore,
those 50k words produce a total of 212,550 syllable-bigrams. Swapping them
produces a total of 3,317,292 swapped syllable-bigrams, where 77.45% are le-
gal and the rest 22.55% are unseen. It means that the swapping procedure
impressively increases the number of bigrams by 14.12 times. Those unseen
syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams can be either legal or illegal based on
the Indonesian phonotactic rules. However, it is not easy to classify them into
both classes.

In this research, the impact of swapping consonant-graphemes in a word
is investigated on an Indonesian orthographic syllabification. First, the stan-
dard bigram-syllabification (BS) smoothed by the Stupid Backoff scheme [8]
is implemented. Next, the combination of standard bigram-syllabification and
phonological similarity-based backoff smoothing (CBSPS) is developed, and its
performance is then compared to BS. Since it is not easy to detect the unseen
syllable-unigrams and bigrams as legal or illegal, CBSPS is implemented using
all of them (not just the legal ones). Thus, this research focuses on examining
whether CBSPS can enhance the performance of BS or not.

2 Research Method

The training process of CBSPS is simply illustrated in Fig. 1. A tiny training-
set is used here to make it easy to understand. Let the training-set contains
only two words: ”pandai” (smart) and ”pantai” (beach), which are syllabified
as ”pan.dai” and ”pan.tai”, respectively. Training this dataset produces both
tables of syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams with their frequencies (see
the left side). Meanwhile, on the right side, it creates both tables of swapped
syllable-unigrams (or swapped-unigrams) and swapped syllable-bigrams (or
swapped-bigrams) with higher frequencies than those on the left side. Both
tables swapped-unigrams and swapped-bigrams have higher frequencies since
combinatorially swapping the consonant-graphemes 〈p〉, 〈d〉, and 〈t〉 in both
original words in the training-set into 〈b〉, 〈t〉, and 〈d〉, respectively, produces
three new words each. Combinatorially swapping the consonant-graphemes
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〈p〉 and 〈d〉 in the word ”pandai” (smart) into 〈b〉 and 〈t〉 creates three new
words: ”pantai” (beach), ”bandai” (OOV word), and ”bantai” (slaughter).
Meanwhile, combinatorially swapping the consonant-graphemes 〈p〉 and 〈t〉 in
the word ”pantai” into 〈b〉 and 〈d〉 also produces three new words: ”pandai”,
”bantai”, and ”bandai”. Thus, there are four new unique words produced by
the swapping procedure: two words ”bandai” and ”bantai” occur twice each
while two others ”pandai” and ”pantai” appear once each. Those generated
tables of both normal and swapped syllable-unigrams and bigrams are then
exploited in the testing process.

A training-set of pairs of words and their syllabifications :
- pandai  pan.dai
- pantai   pan.tai

Developing table of syllable-unigrams

Developing table of syllable-bigrams

Table of syllable-unigrams & frequencies:
- dai 1
- pan 2
- tai 1

Table of syllable-bigrams & frequencies:
- pan.dai  1
- pan.tai 1

Combinatorial swapping consonant -
graphemes in all words in the training -set

Developing table of swapped-unigrams

Developing table of swapped-bigrams

List of all swapped-syllabifications:
- pan.tai, ban.dai, ban.tai
- pan.dai, ban.tai, ban.dai

Table of swapped-unigrams & frequencies:
- ban 4
- dai 3
- pan 2
- tai 3

Table of swapped-bigrams & frequencies:
- ban.dai    2
- ban.tai     2
- pan.dai    1
- pan.tai 1

Creating list of normal-syllabifications 
from the training-set

List of all normal-syllabifications:
- pan.dai
- pan.tai

Fig. 1 Training process of CBSPS model

The testing process of CBSPS is described in Fig. 2. Let the input is an
unseen word ”bantai” (slaughter) that can be represented as a sequence of
graphemes 〈bantai〉. This input is quite hard to be syllabified since 〈ai〉 is a
diphthong, not two separate vowels 〈a〉 and 〈i〉. First, three vowels {〈a〉, 〈a〉,
and 〈i〉} contained in the grapheme sequence are detected in the positions {2, 5,
6}. A well known high accurate method called Sukhotin’s algorithm proposed
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in [13] can be exploited to automatically detect vowels and diphthongs but it is
not used here. Instead, this research just uses the simple Indonesian typological
knowledge explained in [2], where five graphemes {〈a〉, 〈e〉, 〈i〉, 〈o〉, 〈u〉} can
be single vowels; four grapheme sequences {〈ai〉, 〈au〉, 〈ei〉, 〈oi〉} may produce
diphthongs; and other graphemes are considered as consonants.

Detecting all positions of vowels

A sequence of graphemes: <bantai>

Generating all possible standard bigram -syllabifications

Positions of vowels: {2, 5, 6}

Candidates standard bigram-syllabifications:
1. <ba.ntai>
2. <ba.nta.i>
3. <ban.tai>
4. <ban.ta.i>
5. <bant.ai>
6. <bant.a.i>

Maximizing the Scbsps score formulated in Equation (3)

The best sequence of syllables with maximum Scbsps score: <ban.tai>

Searching each candidate in both tables 
of syllable-bigrams and syllable-unigrams 
and then calculating the Sbs score 
formulated in Equation (1) 

Searching each candidate in both tables of 
swapped-bigrams and swapped-unigrams 
and then calculating the Sps score 
formulated in Equation (2) 

Fig. 2 Testing process of CBSPS model

All possible syllabifications (candidates) are then generated. In this case,
there are six candidates: 〈ba.ntai〉, 〈ba.nta.i〉, 〈ban.tai〉, 〈ban.ta.i〉, 〈bant.ai〉,
and 〈bant.a.i〉, where two graphemes 〈ai〉 may produce either a diphthong or
two single vowels. After that, search each candidate in both tables of syllable-
bigrams and syllable-unigrams to calculate the Sbs score using Equation (1) as
well as in both tables of swapped-bigrams and swapped-unigrams to calculate
the Sps score using Equation (2). Finally, maximize the Scbsps score formulated
in Equation (3) to decide the best sequence of syllables, which has the highest
score. In this case, the third candidate 〈ban.tai〉 has the highest score since it
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may come from swapping consonant-graphemes in two other bigrams 〈pan.tai〉
(beach) and 〈pan.dai〉 (smart) while all the five rest candidates cannot come
from any other bigram. Thus, CBSPS is capable of syllabifying the input
sequence of graphemes 〈bantai〉 into 〈ban.tai〉, where two graphemes 〈ai〉 is
correctly detected as a diphthong.

2.1 Standard bigram-syllabification

The standard bigram-syllabification (BS) model works by maximizing the like-
lihood of syllable sequences for an input word. The likelihood can be estimated
using a probability chain, which is commonly smoothed by the Stupid Backoff
scheme to produce a more accurate probability, which is here called score since
its value can be more than 1, for a training-set with many OOV words [8]. In
this method, the score of bigram-syllabification Sbs is calculated as

Sbs(wi|wi−1) =






f(wi−1wi)
f(wi−1)

if f(wi−1wi) > 0

α f(wi)
N otherwise

(1)

where f(wi−1wi) and f(wi) are the frequencies of syllable bigrams and uni-
grams appear in the training-set, wi is the ith syllable contained in a word that
can be seen as a unigram while wi−1wi is a bigram containing both (i − 1)th
and ith syllables, N is the training-set size, and α is the factor of backoff
smoothing that is generally tuned as 0.4 for many applications [8]. The model
of BS commonly gives a low performance for a small training-set that has a
high rate of OOV syllable [33]. Therefore, a procedure of decreasing the OOV
rate can be introduced to improve the performance of BS.

2.2 Combination of standard and phonological similarity-based bigram

A procedure of swapping consonant-graphemes in the training-set is proposed
here to decrease the OOV rate in the BS model. This procedure forms a new
model called phonological similarity-based bigram-syllabification, which has a
score Sps formulated as

Sps(wi|wi−1) =






B fs(wi−1wi)
fs(wi−1)

if fs(wi−1wi) > 0

Uα fs(wi)
Ns

otherwise

(2)

where fs(wi−1wi) and fs(wi) are the frequencies of both swapped-bigram and
swapped-unigram appear in the training-set, wi is the ith syllable contained
in a word that can be seen as a unigram while wi−1wi is a bigram containing
both (i − 1)th and ith syllables, Ns is the swapped training-set size, B is a
weight of swapped-bigram, U is a weight of swapped-unigram, and α is the
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backoff factor as used in Equation 1. Both weights B and U are introduced
here to smooth the score since the swapped-consonant words may produce
some illegal bigrams and/or illegal unigrams. Hence, the value of B should be
less than 1.0 because swapping procedure on 50k formal words creates only
77.45% legal bigrams (the rest 22.55% are illegal bigrams). Meanwhile, the
value of U is probably much lower than B since a unigram is less important
than a bigram in deciding the score of syllabification.

Finally, the proposed CBSPS model uses the combined score Scbsps that is
simply calculated as

Scbsps = Sbs + Sps (3)

where Sbs is the score of bigram-syllabification in Equation (1) and Sps is the
score of phonological similarity-based model in Equation (2).

2.3 Phonological similarity-based swapping consonant-graphemes

Table 1 illustrates 14 graphemes in the Indonesian language with their phono-
logical similarities, which based on the categorization of phonemes described
in [2], as well as their examples in some formal Indonesian words. Here, the
graphemes and their swaps are simply mapped to those phoneme categoriza-
tions since they are strongly related to the corresponding phonemes [2], [39].
A formal word containing one of those 14 graphemes, which are grouped into
seven categories, can be swapped to produce another formal word, as shown in
the last column (Example). In [2], both phonemes /g/ and /k/ are in the same
category (plosive-velar). But, they are not used here since swapping grapheme
〈g〉 into 〈k〉 commonly produces many illegal syllable-unigrams and bigrams,
such as swapping consonant-graphemes in the word ”me.mang.sa” (prey on)
generates ”me.mank.sa” (OOV) with an illegal syllable-unigram ”mank” and
two illegal bigrams ”me.mank” and ”mank.sa”. Instead, the grapheme 〈q〉 is
used here since it is always pronounced as a phoneme /k/ [2], [42].

Meanwhile, Table 2 illustrates the examples of some swapped-consonant
words generated from the original words containing two or more possible
swapping-graphemes without changing the points (or boundaries) of syllabifi-
cations. A word ”ba.ra” (embers), which has two possible swapping graphemes
〈b〉 and 〈r〉, can be combinatorially swapped to produce three new words:
”ba.la” (disaster), ”pa.ra” (rubber), and ”pa.la” (nutmeg) without shifting
the syllabification points. A word ”bi.ru” (blue), which also has two possible
swapping graphemes, can be combinatorially swapped into three new words:
”bi.lu”, ”pi.ru”, and ”pi.lu” without changing the syllabification points. There
is no formal word ”bi.lu” in Indonesian language, which means that ”bi.lu”
is an OOV word. But, it can be a sub-word for some other words, such
as ”sem.bi.lu” (sharp reed skin like a knife). The word ”pi.ru” is also an
OOV word, but it is a sub-word for the word ”pi.ru.et” (one of ballet dance
styles). In contrast, ”pi.lu” (really sad) is a formal word. Meanwhile, the words
”ba.rat” (west) and ”ce.ri.ta” (story), which have three possible swapping
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Table 1 Consonant-graphemes and their swaps as well as the example of the swapped-
consonant words without shifting their points or boundaries of syllabifications

Grapheme category Graph. Swap Example
Plosive-Bilabial: {b, p} b p ba.ru (new) → pa.ru (lung)

p b pa.du (intact) → ba.du (checkered)
Plosive-Dental: {d, t} d t da.ri (from) → ta.ri (dance)

t d ta.hi (feces) → da.hi (forehead)
Plosive-Velar: {k, q} k q ka.ri (curry) → qa.ri (reciter)

q k a.qi.dah (creed) → a.ki.dah (creed)
Affricative-Palatal: {c, j} c j ca.ri (find) → ja.ri (finger)

j c jan.da (widow) → can.da (joke)
Fricative-Labiodental: {f, v} f v fi.si (fission) → vi.si (vision)

v f vo.li (volley) → fo.li (thin metal)
Fricative-Dental: {s, z} s z sa.man (indict) → za.man (era)

z s a.zam (aim) → a.sam (acid)
Thrill/Lateral-Dental: {l, r} l r li.ma (five) → ri.ma (rhyme)

r l ra.bu (Wednesday) → la.bu (pumpkin)

graphemes, can be combinatorially swapped into seven new words each. No
doubt, such swapped-consonant words increase the number of unigrams as well
as bigrams. Hence, swapping one or more consonant-graphemes in a word can
be seen as a method of data augmentation. This is expected to produce a more
accurate Scbsps score in Equation (3) so that a better syllabification can be
achieved.

Table 2 Examples of some new words produced by swapping consonants-graphemes in the
original words without shifting the point or boundary of syllabification

Original word Swapped-consonant words
ba.ra (embers) ba.la (disaster), pa.ra (reference to a group), pa.la (nutmeg)
ba.ru (new) ba.lu (widower), pa.ru (lung), pa.lu (hammer)
bi.ru (blue) pi.ru (OOV), bi.lu (OOV), pi.lu (really sad)
ba.rat (west) ba.rad (OOV), ba.lat (OOV), ba.lad (city), pa.rat (OOV), pa.rad

(OOV), pa.lat (penis), pa.lad (OOV)
ce.ri.ta (story) ce.ri.da (OOV), ce.li.ta (OOV), ce.li.da (OOV), je.ri.ta (OOV),

je.ri.da (OOV), je.li.ta (very beautiful), je.li.da (OOV)

3 Result and Discussion

There are three datasets used here: formal Indonesian words, named-entities,
and the mixture of both datasets, where the first two datasets are the same
as used in [30]. The formal word dataset consists of 50k words equipped with
boundaries (or points) of syllabifications. It is equally divided into five subsets
(folds), each consists of 10k words, to do the five-fold cross-validation. The
dataset of named-entities contains 15k entries with their syllable boundaries.
It is also equally divided into five folds; each contains 3k words. The mixed
dataset consists of 65k entries and their syllable boundaries. It is also equally
divided into five folds; each contains 13k entries.
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3.1 Evaluation on the dataset of formal words

In this evaluation, five experiments are conducted to tune the parameters se-
quentially. Firstly, the optimum unigram weight U is searched using α = 0.4
as suggested in [8] and B = 1.0 based on the assumption that the swapped-
bigrams have the same importance as the normal-bigrams. Secondly, the bi-
gram weight B is then optimized using the found optimum U and α = 0.4.
Thirdly, the backoff factor α is verified using both optimum values of U and
B. Fourthly, the three parameters are jointly optimized using the potential
values resulted from the previous three experiments. Finally, CBSPS is fairly
compared to other syllabification models. Here, a percentage of errors in the
syllable level, which is commonly known as SER, is used to measure all per-
formances in those experiments.

Optimizing unigram weight U . The proposed CBSPS is firstly evaluated using
α = 0.4 and B = 1.0 to find the optimum unigram weight U . The results
illustrated in Fig. 3 informs that U is very sensitive. A very small U = 0.001
produces high SERs for all folds. A big U = 0.1 or bigger also gives higher
SERs. The unigram weight U reaches the optimum value of 0.05 that produces
the lowest SERs for all folds with the average SER of 2.65%. As hypothesized,
the optimum value of this parameter is pretty low of 0.05 (much lower than B),
which means that the impact of the swapped unigrams is just 5% in calculating
the Scbsps score in Equation (3).

Fig. 3 SERs produced by CBSPS using α = 0.4, B = 1.0, and varying unigram weight U

Optimizing bigram weight B. The proposed CBSPS is then evaluated using
α = 0.4 and U = 0.05 to optimize the bigram weight B. The results in Fig.
4 shows that B is not sensitive. It is quite stable to produce low SERs for all
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folds when the value is in the interval of 0.8 to 1.1. It reaches the optimum
value of 1.0 that produces the lowest average SER of 2.65%.

Fig. 4 SERs produced by CBSPS using α = 0.4, U = 0.05, and varying bigram weight B

Verifying backoff factor α. Next, the use of α = 0.4 suggested in [8] is verified
using both optimum values U = 0.05 and B = 1.0. Here, nine experiments
are performed using α = 0.1 to 0.9. The results in Fig. 5 informs that α is an
easily tuned parameter. It gives the lowest average SER of 2.65% when the
value is in the interval of 0.2 to 0.4. It means that the α = 0.4 suggested in [8]
is also suitable for CBSPS.

Fig. 5 SERs produced by CBSPS using U = 0.05, B = 1.0, and varying α
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Jointly parameters optimization. Next, the three parameters are then jointly
optimized using the potential values resulted from the previous sequential tun-
ings, i.e. U = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, B = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, and α = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The
results in Fig. 6 shows that the optimum combination of the three parameters
is U = 0.05, B = 0.5, and α = 0.2 that gives the lowest average SER of 2.61%.

Fig. 6 SERs produced by CBSPS using jointly parameters optimization for the dataset of
formal words

Comparison to other models. Finally, the best performance of CBSPS is com-
pared to three other syllabification models: BS, BFO, and the fuzzy-based
k -nearest neighbor model called FkNNC described in [30]. All models are com-
pared in their best performances for the same dataset of 50k formal Indonesian
words in [30] to get fairness. The results in Fig. 7 inform that CBSPS produces
a lower average SER of 2.61% than BS with an average SER of 3.80%. Hence,
CBSPS gives a relative reduction of mean SER up to 31.39%. It proves that
CBSPS is capable of significantly boosting the BS model. CBSPS is also better
than BFO (with average SER of 3.11%), which means it decreases the mean
SER by 16.08%. However, it is slightly worse than FkNNC, which reaches the
lowest mean SER of 2.27%.

Nevertheless, CBSPS has a much lower complexity than FkNNC since it
just calculates the probabilities of bigrams while FkNNC should find the k
nearest neighbors to define the syllabification points. CBSPS just searches tens
or fewer bigrams as well as unigrams that are taken into account to calculate
the Scbsps score, where the searching can be very fast using both indexed-
sorted bigrams and unigrams. Meanwhile, FkNNC [30] should compute up to
250 thousand distances between a candidate syllabification and all impossible
indexed-sorted patterns in the training-set, choose the k closest patterns in
both classes (a point and not a point of syllabification), and eventually select
the class with the lowest total fuzzy-distance as the decision.
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Fig. 7 SERs produced by BS, BFO, CBSPS, and FkNNC models for the dataset of formal
words

3.2 Evaluation on the dataset of named-entities

The proposed CBSPS just uses both syllable bigrams and unigrams as well as
their phonological similarities to maximize the scores of syllabifications. Hence,
it can be applied to a dataset of named-entities since the phonological similar-
ities are very common in this dataset. For example, mapping two graphemes
〈b〉 and 〈d〉 in a named-entity ”ban.dung” (the capital city in West Java)
into their phonological similarities 〈p〉 and 〈t〉 produces three other named-
entities: ”ban.tung” (a resort in Sukhothai, Thailand), ”pan.dung” (a village
in Special Region of Yogyakarta), and ”pan.tung” (a folk song from Bolaang
Mongondow, North Sulawesi).

Careful observation on the dataset of 15k named-entities informs that
it produces a total of 45,799 legal syllable-unigrams. Swapping procedure
on those 15k named-entities produces a total of 385,850 swapped syllable-
unigrams, where 90.92% of them are legal and the rest 9.08% are unseen.
Hence, the swapping procedure significantly increases the number of unigrams
by up to 8.43 times. Furthermore, those 15k named-entities create a total of
30,516 syllable-bigrams. Swapping them produces a total of 275,472 swapped
syllable-bigrams, where 84.61% of them are legal and the rest 15.39% are un-
seen. It means that the swapping procedure impressively increases the number
of bigrams by up to 9.03 times. These facts imply that the proposed CBSPS
will be better than BS in syllabifying the named-entities. Therefore, CBSPS is
evaluated here using this dataset of named-entities in a 5-fold cross-validation
scheme. First, the three parameters U , B, and α are jointly optimized. The
SER produced by the optimum values of those parameters is then compared
to three other models: BS, BFO, and FkNNC.
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Jointly parameters optimization. The three parameters are jointly optimized
using the potential values resulted from the previous experiment on the dataset
of formal words, where U = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, B = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, and α =
{0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The results in Fig. 8 concludes that the optimum combination
of the three parameters is U = 0.05, B = 0.5, and α = 0.3 that gives the
lowest average SER of 13.48%.

Fig. 8 SERs produced by CBSPS using jointly parameters optimization for the dataset of
named-entities

Comparison to other models. The best performance of CBSPS is then com-
pared to three other syllabification models BS, BFO, and FkNNC using the
same dataset of 15k named-entities described in [30]. All models are compared
in their best performances to get fairness. The results in Fig. 9 show that CB-
SPS produces a lower average SER (13.48%) than BS (14.90%), which means
that it relatively decreases the mean SER by 9.53%. It is also better than
BFO (14.15%) by relatively reducing the average SER by 4.83%. However, it
is much worse than FkNNC, which reaches the lowest mean SER of 6.78%.
This result is caused by much vowel ambiguity in the named-entities. For in-
stances, the person names ”A.dy”, ”A.di”, and ”A.dhie” are pronounced as
/A.di/ and the person names ”Bu.dy”, ”Bu.di”, and ”Bu.dhie” are pronounced
as /bu.di/. Since CBSPS always considers the grapheme 〈y〉 as a consonant,
not a semi-vowel nor a vowel, it fails to syllabify ”Budy” into ”Bu.dy”.

3.3 Evaluation on the mixed dataset of formal words and named-entities

The proposed CBSPS is finally evaluated using the mixed dataset of 50k formal
words and 15k named-entities to see its generalization. This dataset of 65k
entries is equally divided into five folds; each contains 13k entries. First, the
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Fig. 9 SERs produced by BS, BFO, CBSPS, and FkNNC models for the dataset of named-
entities

three parameters of CBSPS are jointly optimized. Its best performance is then
compared to both BS and BFO models. Unfortunately, it cannot be compared
to the FkNNC since there is no experimental result for this mixed dataset
provided in [30].

Jointly parameters optimization. The three parameters are jointly optimized
using the potential values resulted from the previous experiments, i.e. U =
{0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, B = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, and α = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}. The results in
Fig. 10 show that the best combination of the three parameters is U = 0.05,
B = 0.5, and α = 0.2, which gives the lowest average SER of 4.88%. Further
investigation indicates that the SER produced by the named-entities is slightly
lower than the previous model (trained using the named-entities only), but the
SER from the formal words does not decrease at all. It means that CBSPS is
capable of generalizing bigrams from the formal words into the named-entities,
but not vice versa.

Comparison to other models. The best performance of CBSPS is then com-
pared to both BS and BFO using the mixed dataset of 65k words. The results
in Fig. 11 show that CBSPS produces smaller average SER (4.88%) than both
BS (6.02%) and BFO (5.74%), which means that it gives relative reductions of
18.94% and 14.98%, respectively. The results also show that the performance
of CBSPS is stable for all five folds.

3.4 Evaluation on the training-set sizes

First, some different sized training-sets are developed by randomly selecting
words from the five folds in the dataset of formal words. Each fold is defined
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Fig. 10 SERs produced by CBSPS using jointly parameters optimization for the mixed
dataset of formal words and named-entities

Fig. 11 SERs produced by BS, BFO, and CBSPS models for the mixed dataset of formal
words and named-entities

as the fixed testing-set. Next, six training-sets of 1k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 30k, and
40k are then randomly generated five times from the remaining four folds (not
in the testing-sets) so that each size of training-set contains five subsets. The
comparisons of BS, BFO, and CBSPS are performed repeatedly five times
(once for each subset), and the average SERs are then calculated.

The experimental results in Fig. 12 shows that CBSPS, for most training-
set sizes, gives lower average SERs than both BS and BFO. For the training-set
size of 1k, both CBSPS and BFO give the same average SER of 16.13%, which
is smaller than BS (19.30%). For the training-set of 5k, CBSPS produces the
lowest mean SER of 6.37% among BFO (7.01%) and BS (8.93%). The exciting
results come from the training-set of 10k, where CBSPS yields impressively
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lower mean SER (3.68%) than both BFO (4.96%) and BS (6.29%). For the
training-set of 20k, CBSPS and BFO yield the same mean SER of 3.94% that
is smaller than BS (4.68%). The most exciting results come from the training-
set of 30k, where CBSPS reaches a much lower average SER (1.57%) than
both BFO (3.32%) and BS (4.09%). It means that CBSPS gives the relative
reductions of the average SER by up to 52.71% and 61.61%, respectively.
Finally, for the training-set of 40k, CBSPS also gives the smallest mean SER
of 2.61% among BFO (3.31%) and BS (3.80%).

These results are fascinating. Increasing the size of the training-set does
not always decrease the SER. Sometimes it raises the SER. It can be said that
CBSPS is not stable. This fact can be easily explained here that swapped-
consonant words producing many illegal OOV bigrams and unigrams poten-
tially increase the SER. In other words, the unstable SERs produced by CB-
SPS are caused by the illegal OOV swapped-bigrams and swapped-unigrams
generated from the training-sets. Therefore, a scheme of filtering legal bigrams
and unigrams can be introduced to enhance CBSPS.

Fig. 12 Average SERs produced by BS, BFO, and CBSPS for six different sized training-
sets taken from the 50k formal Indonesian words

4 Conclusion

The proposed CBSPS model is capable of significantly boosting the standard
bigram-syllabification (BS) model for the dataset of 50k formal words with
a relative reduction of SER up to 31.39%. It is also better than BFO by
relatively reducing the mean SER by 16.08%. However, it is slightly worse
than FkNNC, but it offers a much lower complexity. Nevertheless, CBSPS
can give a relatively low SER, even for a tiny training-set, since it exploits
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a swapping graphemes-based data augmentation that significantly increases
the number of bigrams and unigrams. For the dataset of 15k named-entities,
CBSPS is also better than both BS and BFO with relative reductions of SER
by 9.53% and 4.83%, respectively. However, it is worse than FkNNC since it is
hard to solve much ambiguity of vowel in the named-entities. In the future, a
scheme of filtering legal bigrams and unigrams can be introduced to improve
its performance.
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Abstract

Swapping one or more consonant-graphemes in a word into other phonologically similar ones, which based on both place
and manner of articulation, interestingly produces some other words without shifting the syllable boundary (or point).
For examples, in the Indonesian language, swapping consonant-graphemes in a word “ba. ra” (embers) creates three new
words: “ba. la” (disaster), “pa. ra” (reference to a group), and “pa. la” (nutmeg) without changing the syllabification
points since both graphemes  and  are in the same category of plosive-bilabial while both  and  are
thrill Please  change "thrill" into "trill " /lateral-dental. An observation on 50k Indonesian words shows that replacing

consonant-graphemes in those words impressively increases the number of unigrams by 16.52 times and significantly
increases the number of bigrams by 14.12 times. Therefore, in this paper, a procedure of swapping consonant-graphemes
based on phonological similarity is proposed to boost the standard bigram-based orthographic syllabification, which
commonly has a low performance for a dataset with many out-of-vocabulary (OOV) bigrams. Some examinations on the
50k words using the k-fold cross-validation scheme, with , prove that the proposed procedure significantly boosts
the standard bigram-syllabification, where it gives a relative reduction of mean syllable error rate (SER) up to 31.39%. It
also shows an improvement for the dataset of 15k named-entities by relatively decreasing the average SER by 9.53%. It
is better than a flipping onsets-based model for both datasets. Compared to a nearest neighbor-based model, its
performance is a little worse, but it provides much lower complexity. Another important finding is that the proposed
model can produce a relatively small SER, even for a tiny training-set.
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Backoff smoothing
Bigram
Indonesian language
Orthographic syllabification
Phonological similarity

⟨b⟩ ⟨p⟩ ⟨r⟩ ⟨l⟩

k = 5
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1. Introduction
One of the important pronunciation units in a language is a syllable. It is completely relevant to the phonology rules. In
Bernard (2015), the researcher states that a syllable is a representational unit used to learn the phonotactic constraints of
speech-sounds. The syllable is generally believed to be central to the infant as well as the adult perception of speech
(Räsänen et al. 2018). The syllable theories are based on much evidence. One of them is evidence from child language
acquisition (Fallows 1981).

In linguistic theory, a syllable consists of an obligatory nucleus with or without non-obligatory surrounding consonants
called onset and coda (Rogova et al. 2013). In the Indonesian language, a nucleus should be either vowel or diphthong
(Alwi et al. 2003). Meanwhile, both onset and coda are consonants (Alwi et al. 2003). For instance, a word “pantai”
(beach) contains two syllables:  and  The former consists of an onset  a nucleus of single vowel  and a
coda  The later is composed of an onset  a nucleus of diphthong  but no coda.

A model of syllable boundary detection, also known as automatic syllabification, is defined as a process of dividing a word
into syllables. This model is urgent for some researches as well as application developments in the linguistics area, e.g.
grapheme-to-phoneme conversion (G2P) (Rugchatjaroen et al. 2019; Suyanto 2019b), spelling-checker (Magdum and
Suman 2019; Oncevay-Marcos 2017), machine transliteration (Ngo et al. 2019), speech synthesis (Aripin et al. 2018;
Faldessai et al. 2017; Geeta and Muralidhara 2018; Mulyanto et al. 2019), speaking rate estimation (Nayak et al. 2019),
speaking proficiency scoring (Johnson and Kang 2017), word count estimation (Räsänen et al. 2018), speech recognition
(Feng and Lee 2019; Kamper et al. 2017; Nayak et al. 2019; Pakoci et al. 2019), dialect identification (Leemann et al.
2018), speech emotion recognition (Ben Alex et al. 2019; Sun et al. 2019), forensic-voice (Segundo and Yang 2019), early
childhood digital literacy (Kulju and Mäkinen 2019), etc.

An automatic syllabification is commonly implemented using two different approaches: either orthographic or phonemic-
based. The previous works show that the phonemic-syllabification (Suyanto et al. 2016) performs better than the
orthographic one (Parande 2019), but it requires a linguist to provides perfect phoneme sequences. A G2P model can be
created to replace the linguist role, but a low phoneme error rate produced by the G2P can significantly decrease its
performance in terms of SER (Suyanto et al. 2016). Besides, it potentially performs much worse for named-entities having

⟨pan⟩ ⟨tai⟩. ⟨p⟩, ⟨a⟩,

⟨n⟩. ⟨t⟩, ⟨ai⟩,
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many exceptions and ambiguities. Therefore, many researchers are interested in the orthographic (also known as
graphemic) syllabification as it is much simpler and more flexible for any dataset, primarily when they use the statistical
models.

In general, an automatic syllabification is implemented using statistical models, instead of rule-based ones, since they are
easier to implement and give lower SER (Adsett et al. 2009). The statistical models usually use either supervised or
unsupervised learning technique, such as Näive Bayes model (Balc et al. 2015), decision tree-based model (Daelemans
et al. 1997), random forest-based model (Balc et al. 2015), recurrent networks-based model (Van Esch et al. 2016), support
vector machine-based model (Bartlett et al. 2009), finite-state transducers model (Hlaing and Mikami 2014; Krisnawati and
Mahastama 2019), context-free grammars model (Müller 2006), Hidden Markov Model (Krantz et al. 2018), syllabification
by analogy (Adsett et al. 2009), dropped-and-matched model (Ramli et al. 2015), n-gram model (Schmid et al. 2007),
conditional random fields model (Rogova et al. 2013; Singh et al. 2016), nearest neighbor-based model (Parande 2019;
Suyanto et al. 2016), and unsupervised-syllabification model based on a classification of graphemic-symbols into two
categories: consonants and vowels (Mayer 2010).

The nearest neighbor is one of the exciting models since it produces a low SER (Parande 2019; Suyanto et al. 2016).
Unfortunately, it has a high complexity of computation. It also requires complex language-specific knowledge. Besides, a
graphemic encoding proposed in Parande (2019) produces a relatively high SER since it does not accurately represent a
language-specific knowledge.

Another attractive model is the n-gram syllabification since it gives both competitive SER and low complexity. Besides, it
is simple to implement as well as language-independent that does not require any language-specific phonotactic
knowledge. Unfortunately, it has a disadvantage for a small dataset with a high rate of OOV bigrams. Many researchers
have proposed various procedures to make some improvements, such as the segmental conditional random fields (SCRF)
(Rogova et al. 2013) and the bigram with flipping onsets (BFO) (Suyanto 2019a). The SCRF is a bigram-based
syllabification smoothed by the Stupid Backoff scheme described in Brants et al. (2007). It performs excellent, with a high
generalization, even for quite small training-sets. Unfortunately, it looks very complex since eight features generated by
sonority, legality, and maximum onset should be taken into account in calculating the bigram-probability. Meanwhile, the
BFO offers a simple computation, but it produces quite high SER for the Indonesian language (Suyanto 2019a).
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Therefore, a new procedure of phonological similarity-based backoff smoothing is proposed in this paper to boost the
Stupid Backoff smoothed bigram-syllabification. This procedure is inspired by a fact that replacing one or more consonant-
graphemes in a word into other phonologically similar ones (based on both place and manner of articulations) may create
other words without shifting the syllabification points. For instance, swapping two consonant-graphemes in an Indonesian
word “ba.ru” (new) produces three new words: “ba.lu” (widower), “pa.ru” (lung), and “pa.lu” (hammer) without shifting
the points of syllabifications since the graphemes  and  are in the same category of plosive-bilabial while  and 
are thrill Please change "thrill" into "trill" /lateral-dental. This procedure increases the number of bigrams, which means that
the OOV rate can be reduced.

Indonesian language has eighteen prefixes (Alwi et al. 2003). An interesting phenomenon is that swapping one or more
consonant-graphemes in a prefix generally not only produces another legal prefix but also a few illegal one (noise). For
instance, swapping the grapheme  in a prefix  in the word “be.ra.tu.ran” (regular) into  produces another legal
prefix  in “pe.ra.tu.ran” (rules). Swapping a prefix  in “pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance) produces an OOV word
“be.nam.pi.lan”. But, all syllables in the OOV word produce three legal bigrams come from other words, i.e. “be.nam” that
come from “mem.be.nam” (to immerse); “nam.pi” that come from “me.nam.pi” (winnow), “pe.nam.pi” (shelter),
“pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance), and other words; and “pi.lan” that come from “a.pi.lan” (breastwork), “kam.pi.lan”
(appearance), “pi.pi.lan” (flat), “pe.nam.pi.lan” (performance), and many other words. Swapping a prefix  in
“ter.ba.wa” (not deliberately taken away) produces illegal prefix  in an OOV word “der.ba.wa” with a bigram
“der.ba” that is never found in 50k words but, based on the Indonesian phonotactic rules, it is a legal bigram.

For English and other European languages, the procedure of swapping consonant-graphemes in many words may create
huge illegal syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams. However, for the Indonesian language, the procedure generates more
new legal syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams than the illegal ones. A preliminary study shows that 50k Indonesian
words produce a total of 161,981 legal syllable-unigrams. Swapping those 50k words produces a total of 2,676,764
swapped syllable-unigrams, where 87.36% of them are legal and the rest 12.64% are unseen. It means that the swapping
procedure significantly increases the number of unigrams by up to 16.52 times. Furthermore, those 50k words produce a
total of 212,550 syllable-bigrams. Swapping them produces a total of 3,317,292 swapped syllable-bigrams, where 77.45%
are legal and the rest 22.55% are unseen. It means that the swapping procedure impressively increases the number of

⟨b⟩ ⟨p⟩ ⟨r⟩ ⟨l⟩

⟨b⟩ ⟨ber⟩ ⟨p⟩

⟨per⟩ ⟨pe⟩

⟨ter⟩

⟨der⟩
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bigrams by 14.12 times. Those unseen syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams can be either legal or illegal based on the
Indonesian phonotactic rules. However, it is not easy to classify them into both classes.

In this research, the impact of swapping consonant-graphemes in a word is investigated on an Indonesian orthographic
syllabification. First, the standard bigram-syllabification (BS) smoothed by the Stupid Backoff scheme (Brants et al. 2007)
is implemented. Next, the combination of standard bigram-syllabification and phonological similarity-based backoff
smoothing (CBSPS) is developed, and its performance is then compared to BS. Since it is not easy to detect the unseen
syllable-unigrams and bigrams as legal or illegal, CBSPS is implemented using all of them (not just the legal ones). Thus,
this research focuses on examining whether CBSPS can enhance the performance of BS or not.

2.  Research method
The training process of CBSPS is simply illustrated in Fig. 1. A tiny training-set is used here to make it easy to understand.
Let the training-set contains only two words: “pandai” (smart) and “pantai” (beach), which are syllabified as “pan.dai” and
“pan.tai”, respectively. Training this dataset produces both tables of syllable-unigrams and syllable-bigrams with their
frequencies (see the left side). Meanwhile, on the right side, it creates both tables of swapped syllable-unigrams (or
swapped-unigrams) and swapped syllable-bigrams (or swapped-bigrams) with higher frequencies than those on the left
side. Both tables swapped-unigrams and swapped-bigrams have higher frequencies since combinatorially swapping the
consonant-graphemes   and  in both original words in the training-set into   and  respectively,
produces three new words each. Combinatorially swapping the consonant-graphemes  and  in the word “pandai”
(smart) into  and  creates three new words: “pantai” (beach), “bandai” (OOV word), and “bantai” (slaughter).
Meanwhile, combinatorially swapping the consonant-graphemes  and  in the word “pantai” into  and  also
produces three new words: “pandai”, “bantai”, and “bandai”. Thus, there are four new unique words produced by the
swapping procedure: two words “bandai” and “bantai” occur twice each while two others “pandai” and “pantai” appear
once each. Those generated tables of both normal and swapped syllable-unigrams and bigrams are then exploited in the
testing process.

Fig. 1

Training process of CBSPS model

⟨p⟩, ⟨d⟩, ⟨t⟩ ⟨b⟩, ⟨t⟩, ⟨d⟩,

⟨p⟩ ⟨d⟩

⟨b⟩ ⟨t⟩

⟨p⟩ ⟨t⟩ ⟨b⟩ ⟨d⟩
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AQ1

The testing process of CBSPS is described in Fig. 2. Let the input is an unseen word “bantai” (slaughter) that can be
represented as a sequence of graphemes  This input is quite hard to be syllabified since  is a diphthong, not
two separate vowels  and  First, three vowels   and  contained in the grapheme sequence are detected in
the positions  A well known high accurate method called Sukhotin’s algorithm proposed in Foster (1992) can be
exploited to automatically detect vowels and diphthongs but it is not used here. Instead, this research just uses the simple
Indonesian typological knowledge explained in Alwi et al. (2003), where five graphemes      can be
single vowels; four grapheme sequences     may produce diphthongs; and other graphemes are
considered as consonants.

Fig. 2

Testing process of CBSPS model

⟨bantai⟩. ⟨ai⟩

⟨a⟩ ⟨i⟩. {⟨a⟩, ⟨a⟩, ⟨i⟩}

{2, 5, 6}.

{⟨a⟩, ⟨e⟩, ⟨i⟩, ⟨o⟩, ⟨u⟩}

{⟨ai⟩, ⟨au⟩, ⟨ei⟩, ⟨oi⟩}
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1

All possible syllabifications (candidates) are then generated. In this case, there are six candidates:   
   and  where two graphemes  may produce either a diphthong or two

single vowels. After that, search each candidate in both tables of syllable-bigrams and syllable-unigrams to calculate the 
 score using Eq. (1) as well as in both tables of swapped-bigrams and swapped-unigrams to calculate the  score

using Eq. (2). Finally, maximize the  score formulated in Eq. (3) to decide the best sequence of syllables, which has
the highest score. In this case, the third candidate  has the highest score since it may come from swapping
consonant-graphemes in two other bigrams  (beach) and  (smart) while all the five rest candidates
cannot come from any other bigram. Thus, CBSPS is capable of syllabifying the input sequence of graphemes 
into  where two graphemes  is correctly detected as a diphthong.

2.1.  Standard bigram-syllabification

The standard bigram-syllabification (BS) model works by maximizing the likelihood of syllable sequences for an input
word. The likelihood can be estimated using a probability chain, which is commonly smoothed by the Stupid Backoff
scheme to produce a more accurate probability, which is here called score since its value can be more than 1, for a training-
set with many OOV words (Brants et al. 2007). In this method, the score of bigram-syllabification  is calculated as

where  and  are the frequencies of syllable bigrams and unigrams appear in the training-set,  is the ith
syllable contained in a word that can be seen as a unigram while  is a bigram containing both ( )th and ith
syllables, N is the training-set size, and  is the factor of backoff smoothing that is generally tuned as 0.4 for many
applications (Brants et al. 2007). The model of BS commonly gives a low performance for a small training-set that has a
high rate of OOV syllable (Rogova et al. 2013). Therefore, a procedure of decreasing the OOV rate can be introduced to
improve the performance of BS.

⟨ba.ntai⟩, ⟨ba.nta. i⟩,

⟨ban. tai⟩, ⟨ban. ta. i⟩, ⟨bant.ai⟩, ⟨bant.a. i⟩, ⟨ai⟩

Sbs Sps

Scbsps

⟨ban. tai⟩

⟨pan. tai⟩ ⟨pan. dai⟩

⟨bantai⟩

⟨ban. tai⟩, ⟨ai⟩

Sbs

( | ) =Sbs wi wi−1

⎧

⎩⎨
⎪

⎪

f( )wi−1wi

f( )wi−1

α
f( )wi

N

if f( ) > 0wi−1wi

otherwise

f( )wi−1wi f( )wi wi

wi−1wi i − 1

α
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2

3

2.2.  Combination of standard and phonological similarity-based bigram

A procedure of swapping consonant-graphemes in the training-set is proposed here to decrease the OOV rate in the BS
model. This procedure forms a new model called phonological similarity-based bigram-syllabification, which has a score 

 formulated as

where  and  are the frequencies of both swapped-bigram and swapped-unigram appear in the training-
set,  is the ith syllable contained in a word that can be seen as a unigram while  is a bigram containing both (

)th and ith syllables,  is the swapped training-set size, B is a weight of swapped-bigram, U is a weight of swapped-
unigram, and  is the backoff factor as used in Eq. 1. Both weights B and U are introduced here to smooth the score since
the swapped-consonant words may produce some illegal bigrams and/or illegal unigrams. Hence, the value of B should be
less than 1.0 because swapping procedure on 50k formal words creates only 77.45% legal bigrams (the rest 22.55% are
illegal bigrams). Meanwhile, the value of U is probably much lower than B since a unigram is less important than a bigram
in deciding the score of syllabification.

Finally, the proposed CBSPS model uses the combined score  that is simply calculated as

where  is the score of bigram-syllabification in Eq. (1) and  is the score of phonological similarity-based model in
Eq. (2).

2.3.  Phonological similarity-based swapping consonant-graphemes

Table 1 illustrates 14 graphemes in the Indonesian language with their phonological similarities, which based on the
categorization of phonemes described in Alwi et al. (2003), as well as their examples in some formal Indonesian words.

Sps

( | ) =Sps wi wi−1
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⎩
⎨
⎪
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Here, the graphemes and their swaps are simply mapped to those phoneme categorizations since they are strongly related to
the corresponding phonemes (Alwi et al. 2003; Suyanto and Harjoko 2014). A formal word containing one of those 14
graphemes, which are grouped into seven categories, can be swapped to produce another formal word, as shown in the last
column (Example). In Alwi et al. (2003), both phonemes /g/ and /k/ are in the same category (plosive-velar). But, they are
not used here since swapping grapheme  into  commonly produces many illegal syllable-unigrams and bigrams, such
as swapping consonant-graphemes in the word “me.mang.sa” (prey on) generates “me.mank.sa” (OOV) with an illegal
syllable-unigram “mank” and two illegal bigrams “me.mank” and “mank.sa”. Instead, the grapheme  is used here since
it is always pronounced as a phoneme /k/ (Alwi et al. 2003; Suyanto et al. 2016).

Table 1

Consonant-graphemes and their swaps as well as the example of the swapped-consonant words without shifting their points or boundaries
of syllabifications

Grapheme category Graph. Swap Example

Plosive-Bilabial: {b, p}
b p ba.ru (new)  pa.ru (lung)

p b pa.du (intact)  ba.du (checkered)

Plosive-Dental: {d, t}
d t da.ri (from)  ta.ri (dance)

t d ta.hi (feces)  da.hi (forehead)

Plosive-Velar: {k, q}
k q ka.ri (curry)  qa.ri (reciter)

q k a. qi.dah (creed)  a. ki.dah (creed)

Affricative-Palatal: {c, j}
c j ca.ri (find)  ja.ri (finger)

j c jan.da (widow)  can.da (joke)

Fricative-Labiodental: {f, v}
f v fi.si (fission)  vi.si (vision)

v f vo.li (volley)  fo.li (thin metal)

Fricative-Dental: {s, z} s z sa.man (indict)  za.man (era)

⟨g⟩ ⟨k⟩

⟨q⟩

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

→

→
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Grapheme category Graph. Swap Example

z s a .zam (aim)  a.sam (acid)

Thrill Please  change "Thrill" into "Trill" /Lateral-Dental: {l, r}
l r li.ma (five)  ri.ma (rhyme)

r l ra.bu (Wednesday)  la.bu (pumpkin)

Meanwhile, Table 2 illustrates the examples of some swapped-consonant words generated from the original words
containing two or more possible swapping-graphemes without changing the points (or boundaries) of syllabifications. A
word “ba. ra” (embers), which has two possible swapping graphemes  and  can be combinatorially swapped to
produce three new words: “ba. la” (disaster), “pa. ra” (rubber), and “pa. la” (nutmeg) without shifting the syllabification
points. A word “bi. ru” (blue), which also has two possible swapping graphemes, can be combinatorially swapped into
three new words: “bi. lu”, “pi. ru”, and “pi .lu” without changing the syllabification points. There is no formal word “bi.
lu” in Indonesian language, which means that “bi. lu” is an OOV word. But, it can be a sub-word for some other words,
such as “sem. bi. lu” (sharp reed skin like a knife). The word “pi. ru” is also an OOV word, but it is a sub-word for the
word “pi. ru.et” (one of ballet dance styles). In contrast, “pi. lu” (really sad) is a formal word. Meanwhile, the words “ba.
ra t” (west) and “ce. ri. ta” (story), which have three possible swapping graphemes, can be combinatorially swapped into
seven new words each. No doubt, such swapped-consonant words increase the number of unigrams as well as bigrams.
Hence, swapping one or more consonant-graphemes in a word can be seen as a method of data augmentation. This is
expected to produce a more accurate  score in Eq. (3) so that a better syllabification can be achieved.

Table 2

Examples of some new words produced by swapping consonants-graphemes in the original words without shifting the point or boundary of
syllabification

Original
word Swapped-consonant words

ba.ra
(embers) ba.la (disaster), pa.ra (reference to a group), pa.la (nutmeg)

→

→

→

⟨b⟩ ⟨r⟩,

Scbsps
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Original
word Swapped-consonant words

ba.ru (new) ba.lu (widower), pa.ru (lung), pa.lu (hammer)

bi.ru (blue) pi.ru (OOV), bi.lu (OOV), pi.lu (really sad)

ba.rat (west) ba.rad (OOV), ba.lat (OOV), ba.lad (city), pa.rat (OOV), pa.rad (OOV), pa.lat (penis), pa.lad (OOV)

ce.ri.ta (story) ce.ri.da (OOV), ce.li.ta (OOV), ce.li.da (OOV), je.ri.ta (OOV), je.ri.da (OOV), je.li.ta (very beautiful), je.li.da
(OOV)

3.  Result and discussion
There are three datasets used here: formal Indonesian words, named-entities, and the mixture of both datasets, where the
first two datasets are the same as used in Parande (2019). The formal word dataset consists of 50k words equipped with
boundaries (or points) of syllabifications. It is equally divided into five subsets (folds), each consists of 10k words, to do
the five-fold cross-validation. The dataset of named-entities contains 15k entries with their syllable boundaries. It is also
equally divided into five folds; each contains 3k words. The mixed dataset consists of 65k entries and their syllable
boundaries. It is also equally divided into five folds; each contains 13k entries.

3.1.  Evaluation on the dataset of formal words

In this evaluation, five experiments are conducted to tune the parameters sequentially. Firstly, the optimum unigram weight
U is searched using  as suggested in Brants et al. (2007) and  based on the assumption that the swapped-
bigrams have the same importance as the normal-bigrams. Secondly, the bigram weight B is then optimized using the found
optimum U and . Thirdly, the backoff factor  is verified using both optimum values of U and B. Fourthly, the
three parameters are jointly optimized using the potential values resulted from the previous three experiments. Finally,
CBSPS is fairly compared to other syllabification models. Here, a percentage of errors in the syllable level, which is
commonly known as SER, is used to measure all performances in those experiments.

α = 0.4 B = 1.0

α = 0.4 α
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3.1.1.  Optimizing unigram weight U

The proposed CBSPS is firstly evaluated using  and  to find the optimum unigram weight U. The results
illustrated in Fig. 3 informs that U is very sensitive. A very small  produces high SERs for all folds. A big 

 or bigger also gives higher SERs. The unigram weight U reaches the optimum value of 0.05 that produces the
lowest SERs for all folds with the average SER of 2.65%. As hypothesized, the optimum value of this parameter is pretty
low of 0.05 (much lower than B), which means that the impact of the swapped unigrams is just 5% in calculating the 
score in Eq. (3).

Fig. 3

SERs produced by CBSPS using  and varying unigram weight U

3.1.2.  Optimizing bigram weight B

α = 0.4 B = 1.0

U = 0.001

U = 0.1

Scbsps

α = 0.4, B = 1.0,
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The proposed CBSPS is then evaluated using  and  to optimize the bigram weight B. The results in Fig. 4
shows that B is not sensitive. It is quite stable to produce low SERs for all folds when the value is in the interval of 0.8 to
1.1. It reaches the optimum value of 1.0 that produces the lowest average SER of 2.65%.

Fig. 4

SERs produced by CBSPS using  and varying bigram weight B

3.1.3.  Verifying backoff factor 

Next, the use of  suggested in Brants et al. (2007) is verified using both optimum values  and 
Here, nine experiments are performed using  to 0.9. The results in Fig. 5 informs that  is an easily tuned
parameter. It gives the lowest average SER of 2.65% when the value is in the interval of 0.2 to 0.4. It means that the 

 suggested in Brants et al. (2007) is also suitable for CBSPS.

Fig. 5

α = 0.4 U = 0.05

α = 0.4, U = 0.05,

α

α = 0.4 U = 0.05 B = 1.0.

α = 0.1 α

α = 0.4
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SERs produced by CBSPS using  and varying 

3.1.4.  Jointly parameters optimization

Next, the three parameters are then jointly optimized using the potential values resulted from the previous sequential
tunings, i.e.  and  The results in Fig. 6 shows that the
optimum combination of the three parameters is  and  that gives the lowest average SER of
2.61%.

Fig. 6

SERs produced by CBSPS using jointly parameters optimization for the dataset of formal words

U = 0.05, B = 1.0, α

U = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, B = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, α = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}.

U = 0.05, B = 0.5, α = 0.2
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3.1.5.  Comparison to other models

Finally, the best performance of CBSPS is compared to three other syllabification models: BS, BFO, and the fuzzy-based k-
nearest neighbor model called FkNNC described in Parande (2019). All models are compared in their best performances for
the same dataset of 50k formal Indonesian words in Parande (2019) to get fairness. The results in Fig. 7 inform that CBSPS
produces a lower average SER of 2.61% than BS with an average SER of 3.80%. Hence, CBSPS gives a relative reduction
of mean SER up to 31.39%. It proves that CBSPS is capable of significantly boosting the BS model. CBSPS is also better
than BFO (with average SER of 3.11%), which means it decreases the mean SER by 16.08%. However, it is slightly worse
than FkNNC, which reaches the lowest mean SER of 2.27%.

Nevertheless, CBSPS has a much lower complexity than FkNNC since it just calculates the probabilities of bigrams while
FkNNC should find the k nearest neighbors to define the syllabification points. CBSPS just searches tens or fewer bigrams
as well as unigrams that are taken into account to calculate the  score, where the searching can be very fast using
both indexed-sorted bigrams and unigrams. Meanwhile, FkNNC (Parande 2019) should compute up to 250 thousand

Scbsps
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distances between a candidate syllabification and all impossible indexed-sorted patterns in the training-set, choose the k
closest patterns in both classes (a point and not a point of syllabification), and eventually select the class with the lowest
total fuzzy-distance as the decision.

Fig. 7

SERs produced by BS, BFO, CBSPS, and FkNNC models for the dataset of formal words

3.2.  Evaluation on the dataset of named-entities

The proposed CBSPS just uses both syllable bigrams and unigrams as well as their phonological similarities to maximize
the scores of syllabifications. Hence, it can be applied to a dataset of named-entities since the phonological similarities are
very common in this dataset. For example, mapping two graphemes  and  in a named-entity “ban.dung” (the capital
city in West Java) into their phonological similarities  and  produces three other named-entities: “ban.tung” (a resort

⟨b⟩ ⟨d⟩

⟨p⟩ ⟨t⟩
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in Sukhothai, Thailand), “pan.dung” (a village in Special Region of Yogyakarta), and “pan.tung” (a folk song from
Bolaang Mongondow, North Sulawesi).

Careful observation on the dataset of 15k named-entities informs that it produces a total of 45,799 legal syllable-unigrams.
Swapping procedure on those 15k named-entities produces a total of 385,850 swapped syllable-unigrams, where 90.92% of
them are legal and the rest 9.08% are unseen. Hence, the swapping procedure significantly increases the number of
unigrams by up to 8.43 times. Furthermore, those 15k named-entities create a total of 30,516 syllable-bigrams. Swapping
them produces a total of 275,472 swapped syllable-bigrams, where 84.61% of them are legal and the rest 15.39% are
unseen. It means that the swapping procedure impressively increases the number of bigrams by up to 9.03 times. These
facts imply that the proposed CBSPS will be better than BS in syllabifying the named-entities. Therefore, CBSPS is
evaluated here using this dataset of named-entities in a 5-fold cross-validation scheme. First, the three parameters U, B, and

 are jointly optimized. The SER produced by the optimum values of those parameters is then compared to three other
models: BS, BFO, and FkNNC.

3.2.1.  Jointly parameters optimization

The three parameters are jointly optimized using the potential values resulted from the previous experiment on the dataset
of formal words, where  and  The results in Fig. 8
concludes that the optimum combination of the three parameters is  that gives the lowest
average SER of 13.48%.

Fig. 8

SERs produced by CBSPS using jointly parameters optimization for the dataset of named-entities

α

U = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, B = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, α = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}.

U = 0.05, B = 0.5, and α = 0.3
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3.2.2.  Comparison to other models

The best performance of CBSPS is then compared to three other syllabification models BS, BFO, and FkNNC using the
same dataset of 15k named-entities described in Parande (2019). All models are compared in their best performances to get
fairness. The results in Fig. 9 show that CBSPS produces a lower average SER (13.48%) than BS (14.90%), which means
that it relatively decreases the mean SER by 9.53%. It is also better than BFO (14.15%) by relatively reducing the average
SER by 4.83%. However, it is much worse than FkNNC, which reaches the lowest mean SER of 6.78%. This result is
caused by much vowel ambiguity in the named-entities. For instances, the person names “A.dy”, “A.di”, and “A.dhie” are
pronounced as / di/ and the person names “Bu.dy”, “Bu.di”, and “Bu.dhie” are pronounced as /bu.di/. Since CBSPS
always considers the grapheme  as a consonant, not a semi-vowel nor a vowel, it fails to syllabify “Budy” into “Bu.dy”.

Fig. 9

SERs produced by BS, BFO, CBSPS, and FkNNC models for the dataset of named-entities

α.

⟨y⟩
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3.3.  Evaluation on the mixed dataset of formal words and named-entities

The proposed CBSPS is finally evaluated using the mixed dataset of 50k formal words and 15k named-entities to see its
generalization. This dataset of 65k entries is equally divided into five folds; each contains 13k entries. First, the three
parameters of CBSPS are jointly optimized. Its best performance is then compared to both BS and BFO models.
Unfortunately, it cannot be compared to the FkNNC since there is no experimental result for this mixed dataset provided in
Parande (2019).

3.3.1.  Jointly parameters optimization

The three parameters are jointly optimized using the potential values resulted from the previous experiments, i.e. 
 and  The results in Fig. 10 show that the best combinationU = {0.05, 0.10, 0.15}, B = {0.5, 1.0, 1.5}, α = {0.2, 0.3, 0.4}.
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of the three parameters is  and  which gives the lowest average SER of 4.88%. Further
investigation indicates that the SER produced by the named-entities is slightly lower than the previous model (trained using
the named-entities only), but the SER from the formal words does not decrease at all. It means that CBSPS is capable of
generalizing bigrams from the formal words into the named-entities, but not vice versa.

Fig. 10

SERs produced by CBSPS using jointly parameters optimization for the mixed dataset of formal words and named-entities

3.3.2.  Comparison to other models

The best performance of CBSPS is then compared to both BS and BFO using the mixed dataset of 65k words. The results
in Fig. 11 show that CBSPS produces smaller average SER (4.88%) than both BS (6.02%) and BFO (5.74%), which means
that it gives relative reductions of 18.94% and 14.98%, respectively. The results also show that the performance of CBSPS
is stable for all five folds.

U = 0.05, B = 0.5, α = 0.2,
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Fig. 11

SERs produced by BS, BFO, and CBSPS models for the mixed dataset of formal words and named-entities

3.4.  Evaluation on the training-set sizes

First, some different sized training-sets are developed by randomly selecting words from the five folds in the dataset of
formal words. Each fold is defined as the fixed testing-set. Next, six training-sets of 1k, 5k, 10k, 20k, 30k, and 40k are then
randomly generated five times from the remaining four folds (not in the testing-sets) so that each size of training-set
contains five subsets. The comparisons of BS, BFO, and CBSPS are performed repeatedly five times (once for each
subset), and the average SERs are then calculated.
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The experimental results in Fig. 12 shows that CBSPS, for most training-set sizes, gives lower average SERs than both BS
and BFO. For the training-set size of 1k, both CBSPS and BFO give the same average SER of 16.13%, which is smaller
than BS (19.30%). For the training-set of 5k, CBSPS produces the lowest mean SER of 6.37% among BFO (7.01%) and BS
(8.93%). The exciting results come from the training-set of 10k, where CBSPS yields impressively lower mean SER
(3.68%) than both BFO (4.96%) and BS (6.29%). For the training-set of 20k, CBSPS and BFO yield the same mean SER of
3.94% that is smaller than BS (4.68%). The most exciting results come from the training-set of 30k, where CBSPS reaches
a much lower average SER (1.57%) than both BFO (3.32%) and BS (4.09%). It means that CBSPS gives the relative
reductions of the average SER by up to 52.71% and 61.61%, respectively. Finally, for the training-set of 40k, CBSPS also
gives the smallest mean SER of 2.61% among BFO (3.31%) and BS (3.80%).

These results are fascinating. Increasing the size of the training-set does not always decrease the SER. Sometimes it raises
the SER. It can be said that CBSPS is not stable. This fact can be easily explained here that swapped-consonant words
producing many illegal OOV bigrams and unigrams potentially increase the SER. In other words, the unstable SERs
produced by CBSPS are caused by the illegal OOV swapped-bigrams and swapped-unigrams generated from the training-
sets. Therefore, a scheme of filtering legal bigrams and unigrams can be introduced to enhance CBSPS.

Fig. 12

Average SERs produced by BS, BFO, and CBSPS for six different sized training-sets taken from the 50k formal Indonesian
words
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4.  Conclusion
The proposed CBSPS model is capable of significantly boosting the standard bigram-syllabification (BS) model for the
dataset of 50k formal words with a relative reduction of SER up to 31.39%. It is also better than BFO by relatively
reducing the mean SER by 16.08%. However, it is slightly worse than FkNNC, but it offers a much lower complexity.
Nevertheless, CBSPS can give a relatively low SER, even for a tiny training-set, since it exploits a swapping graphemes-
based data augmentation that significantly increases the number of bigrams and unigrams. For the dataset of 15k named-
entities, CBSPS is also better than both BS and BFO with relative reductions of SER by 9.53% and 4.83%, respectively.
However, it is worse than FkNNC since it is hard to solve much ambiguity of vowel in the named-entities. In the future, a
scheme of filtering legal bigrams and unigrams can be introduced to improve its performance.
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